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Text Of Indo-U.S. Pact On 
Point-4 Technical Aid

Thefllilowing is the text of the agreement signed in New Delhi 
last evening, providing for exchange of technical knowledge between 
India and the U.S.A, under Point-4 Programme.view to agreeing upon the amendment.3. Subsidiary project and other agreements and arrangements which may be concluded may remain in force beyond any termination of this Agreement, in accordance with such arrangements as the two Governments may make.4. This Agreement is complementary to and does not supersede existing agreements between the two Governments except in so far as other agreements are inconsistent herewith.In WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto by their respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.DONE at New Delhi, in duplicate, this 28th day of December, 1950.For the Gox’ernment of the United States of America:Sd|- Loy W. Henderson, Ambassador.For the Government of India;Sd;- G. S. Bajpai, Secretary-General, Ministry of External Affairs.

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of India have agreed as follows: 
ARTICLE L

ASSISTANCE AND 
CO-OPERATION1. The Government of the United States of America and the Government of India undertake to co-operate with each other in the interchange of technical knowledge and skill and in related activities designed to contribute to the balanced and integrated development of the economic resources and productive capacities of India. Particular technical co-operation programmes and projects will be carried out pursuant to the provisions of such separate written agreements or understandings as may later be reached by the duly designated representatives of India and the Technical Co-operation Administration of the United States of America, or by other persons, agencies, or organizations designated by the Governments.2. The Government of India through, its duly designated representatives i® co-operation with representatives of the Technical Co-operation Administration of the United States of America and representatives of appropriate international organizations will endeavour to co- ] ordinate and integrate all technical co- operation programmes being carried on in India.3. The Government of India will cooperate in the mutual exchange of technical knowledge and skill with other countries participating in technical cooperation programmes associated with that carried on under this Agreement.4. The Government of India will endeavour to make effective use of the | results of technical projects carried on j in India in co-operation with the United States of America.5. The two Governments will, upon 1 the request of either of them, consult with regard to any matter relating to the application of this Agreement to project agreements heretofore or hereafter concluded between them, or to operations or arrangements carried out pursuant to such agreements.

ARTICLE IL
INFORMATION AND 

PUBLICITY1. The Government of India will communicate to the Government of the United States of America in a form and j at intervals to be mutually agreed upon:(a) Information concerning projects, programmes, measures and operations carried on under this Agreement, including a statement of the use of funds, materials, equipment and services provided thereunder;(b) Information regarding technical ( assistance which has been or is being ! requested of other countries or of international organizations.2. Not less frequently than once a year, the Government of India and of the United States of America will in mutual consultation make public in their respective countries periodic reports on the technical co-operation programmes carried on pursuant to this Agreement. Such reports shall include information ■as to the use of funds, materials, equipment and services. 13. The Governments of the United States of America and India will endeavour in mutual consultation to give full publicity to the objectives and progress of the technical co-operation programme carried on under this Agreement.



ARTICLE HL
PROGRAMME & PROJECT 

AGREEMENTS1. The programme and project agreements referred to in Article I, Paragraph I above will include provisions relating to policies, administrative procedures, the disbursement of and accounting for funds, the contribution of each party to the cost of the programme or project, and the furnishing of detailed information of the character set forth in Article II, Paragraph I above.2. With respect to any funds, materials and equipment introduced into India by the Government of the United States of America pursuant to such programme and project agreements, the Government of the United States shall not be liable for taxes, service charges, and investment or deposit requirements, and will be exempt from exchange restrictions.3. The Government of India agrees to bear a fair share, as may be mutually agreed upon, of the cost of technical assistance programmes and projects, 
ARTICLE IV.

PERSONNEL1. All employees of the Government of the United States of America assigned to duties in India in connection with co-operative technical assistance programmes and projects and accompanying members of their families shall be exempt from Indian income-taxes with respect to: (1) salaries and emoluments paid to them by the Government of the United States of America and (2) any non-Indian income upon which they are obligated to pay income or social security taxes to the Government of the United States of America.2. Such employees and members of their families shall receive exemption with respect to the payment of customs and import duties on personal, household and professional effects and supplies including one personal automobile on certificates being furnished, by such employees, to the Collector of Customs concerned, through the Technical Assistance Unit of the Finance Ministry of the Government of India, to the effect that these effects and supplies are for the persona] use and consumption of such employees and members of their families. Duty is liable to be paid in respect of any such article imported without payment of duty and sold or disposed of within three years, but there shall be no liability if such articles are reexported within the period.
ARTICLE V.

ENTRY INTO FORCE, 
AMENDMENT AND

DURATION1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the day on which it is signed. It shall remain in force until three months, after either Government shall have given notice in writing to the other of intention to terminate the Agreement.2. If, during the life of this Agreement, either Government should consider that there should be an amendment thereof, it shall so notify the other Government in writing and the two Governments will thereupon consult with g



K.P.Spankerligam, 
522A.Magoani Road* 
Matunga • Bombay 19• 
23rd April 1952.

FOR FAVOUR OF EARLY ATTENTION.
at CaXcuUqial convention of the A.I.T.U.C

Dear Comrade
You must of course be making preparation to attend 

with your deligation be above sessions and be also preparing 
a report of t^e work in your Union. A Special session* to 
review the Railway work and to c^awk out our future programs 
and tasks* is on the schedule. tfill you please arrange to send 
me a copy of your report at your earliest* to enable a draft 
All India Report to be made* for the special meeting of the 
Railway Section.

I t^ink the following particulars will be necessary.

1. Total Membership of t^e Union at present.
2. Centres or Branches *it^ our membership.
3. Average monthly subscriptions collected.
4. Average monthly quota to the Head Office.
6* Brief summary of agitation and propaganda by the Union and 

the response.
6. Names of rival Unions and their position with regard to the 

above.
7. Efforts made to clise up the ranks of workers in a single 

Union.
8. Effect of Zonalisation of Railways and any special grievances 

with regard to the same and the seope for the formation of 
a single Union as a consequence of Zonalisation.

9. Your suggestions for the co-odination of T.U.work on differ- 
-ent Railways.

10. Any special difficulties experienced by your Union in 
organisation work.

Yours fraternally*



DRAFT REPORT OF AITUC

Comrades:

The representatives of the trade unions of the AITUC are meeting in an 
all-India convention after three years. A regular session of the AITUC 
was held in Bombay in May 1949, Since then the rapidly changing situa
tion has enabled us to meet in a Convention.

Hardly a year ago many of our unions in several states were illegal 
and their representatives and leaders in prisons or in underground. 
In several areas, no shred of any civil or democratic liberty existed. 
The right of assembly and free speech had been destroyed for the 
millions in the name of Lav/ and Order and the rampant rule of the 
Preventive Detention Acts.

Now many of these unions have been legalised and several of our 
detenues hrve been released, though according to the Central gover- 
ment's statement 487 detenues still continue to be in prison and 
scores under warrants of arrests.

In these last three years several heroes of our working-class and 
peasant struggles have fallen victims to the bullets of the police 
and hired gangs of the employers end landlords. Scores have been 
killed in strike-struggles, in defence of the interests of the working
class and the people. In Telangana, Andhra, Travancore-Cochin, 
Bengal, Ballia, Basti, Assam, Bombay, Punjab and Malabar in fact in 
every State, the ruling class have taken their toll of the blood 
of our Martyrs. he pay our homage to their memory . Over five 
hundred workers and peasants arc being prosecuted under conspiracy 
cases to overthrow the government. Com, C.A. Balan the worker from 
Coimbatore stands sentenced to death and also Com.
from Gwalior. Let us hope the voice of peoples' protest will 
restore all these comrades to the people again.

The legalisation of our unions and the release of our prisoners does 
not, however, mean that, a fully democratic regime has come into 
existence and that the people now can work over their future path., 
to progress and happiness according to their own wishes.

’^he people of India have gone through the elections based on adult 
franchise. Th© elections showed that the Congress which claimed 
the indisputed leadership of the majority of the people actually 
secured a minority of the votes, despite the fact that it had' the 
State machinery at its disposal during the elections, ^he people 
passed a verdict of no confidnnce in the policies of the Congress, 
which could not solve any of our burning problems of life and 
living. ■ -

’Despite the minority of votes the Congress could secure majority 
of the s eets in the legislature's, due to the absence of representa
tion in proportion to the votes, -^his has enabled the Congress to 
again usurp power in the name of the people.

There is no hope that in this new period of their rule, the Con
gress leadership will be able to solve the urgent needs of the
people. In fact hardly have they 'Stepped to the1 gilded thrrone
than they announced the end of food subsidies to fifty million 
people and made living dearer thereby. 1heir new regime threatens 
further attacks on the standards of living of the masses.

It is because the Con£ress regime is a regime that follows the 
policy of guarding and serving the interests of the feudal land
lords, the reactionary big bourgeoisie and their friends in the 
finance world of England and America. A large section of the 
Congress ruling circles are either drawn from these very classes
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or are linked with dominated by their interests, to the detriment of 
the masses. A landlord-bourgeois rule cannot solve the problems of the 
working people, however cultured and saintly be their personalities or 
professions.

hhat economic future does the Congress government hold before the 
people in the matter of food and clothing, housing and health, educa
tion and freedom?

For years now we are hearing of the pive Year Plan by which the Congress 
Governments swear to build a better future for the people. But despite 
their professions, the very economy of the Plan and its mechanics of 
execution in their analysis show that is not intended or executed to solve 
the problem of the workers or the peasants or the people in general, 
but is a plan which will only enrich the Anglo-American fiananciers and 
their partners in India among the landlord gentry and big business.
In the very textbook plan, they rely on Anglo-American loans to finance 
them. They refuse to tax the highest incomes in India, They do not 
hope to give land to the peasant lest it rouse social antagonisms.
They do not hope to reduce inflation and prices. They want people to 
reduce their consumption. They want the worker to work more, for 
lesser wages, accept more work-load and not protest by strikes or else 
he would have to bendesciplined”by law and Order.'

If the people accept such an economic plan and when the big River 
Valley Schemes and factories will begin to produce more, you might 
exn^n+ a better future.

The question is - can landlord -bourgeois economy dependent on foreign 
finance capital nd administered for sheer rent, prof.it and loot ever 
fulfil such a perspective? It cannot. Experience teaches us that 
neither the ^tate nor the Government in India, just because it is run by 
the Congress, has ceased to be a State belonging to the Landlord- 
bourgeois classes, relying on the financial rings of England and Ameri- 
ca and building an economy which is not going to be beneficial to the 
toiling masses or building a social order which is going to be really 
a Peoples Demmcracy.

Four years back the Congress Ministries called upon the working-class 
to increase production, which alone was promised to be to the key to 
reduction of prices and inflation and to increased supply of goods to 
people. Ghat has been the result?

In the year 1951 production in almost every line has increased to al
most unprecedented extent. $ugar, Cement, Iron and Steel, Chemicals 
went over pre-war levels. Textiles too increased. The gjaneral index of 
production in 1951 was 119.6^ over 194& and 14 points more than 1950.

~he year 1951 was an year of lowest figures of loss of working-days. 
If the Bombay textile strike were omitted the year 1950 also was a 
similar year. In 1947 working-days.lost in strikes mad lock-outs were 
1 6.5 million, in 1949, 7.8 million, in 1950, 12.8 million and in 1951 
only 3*5 million.

The governments itself admits year 1951 as a very good year. Yes. But
for whom? ^hat did the people and workers benefit?

There was no fall in cost of living and goods wore as dear as before. 
In fact it was another boom for the bourgeoisie, because the Americans 
had attacked Korea and were stockpiling for war and. we were doing our 
best to supply them. There was increase of production but not for the 
people.

-3-
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Our direction of trade, our currency and finance were all still linked 
with the Anglo-Anu rican markets. he supplied what they wanted and at 
the rates they dictated. W© were told that in exchange we would get 
loans, machines, technicians, and aid and then we would build our 
Plans.

I do not want to go into the politics of the thing here. ±he ^nglo- 
ijnerican were building for war in order to save their imperialist 
system from crash, in order to enslave the colonial people, their 
markets and the men power for their monopoly profits, and in order 
to smash the growing strength of the Democratic and Socialist forces 
of the w orld led by the -'oviet Union a nd China. Our economic tie up 
in trade, in exports and imports, in currency and finance meant our 
tie up with them in their war-mongering, however, much we may pretend 
to or aspire to be neutral and peaceful.

The American defeat in Korea, the p ace movement of the people stalled 
the schemes of war-mongers. xhe liberation movement of Indi-China, 
Malaya, Iran, 1unisia, Africa, thwarted the colonial rule of British 
imperialism.

Their hope that they could save themselves from depression by war- 
mongering was dashed to pieces and the slump came.

The slump did not hit China or Soviet Union and the People’s Democra
cies. It hit the ‘higlo-American economy and their satellites.

India pretended to be nobody's satellite. But, it was hit by the slump 
because its economy was and is a satellite of the Anglo-Americans.
And where economy goes there goes politics also.

When the slump came, prices b^gan to fall, xhe consumers were hoping to get 
relief.

But the employers hit back by starting to close factories. T^e first 
to close down and suffer were? those that were linked to Anglo-American 
markets.

he same bourgeoisie which had called for increased production now 
called for less production. The- government which was promising to 
work for reducing: prices took measures for increasing prices.

Bugar, cloth and such other goods needed by the people were allowed to 
export in huge quantities in ord<r to arrest the fall in prices.

Food subsidies were abolished and food prices increased so that over 
commodities may not fall further, ly^rv thin/? vias done so that the 
cost of living nd prices may rice, sc tint big business in crisis 
may not lose its profits, or the consumers get any substantial 
relief, and the Finance Minister made brazen statement that the rise 
in cost of living would not be more than 4%.

This shows how the policies of the government are guided by the in
terests of landlord-bourgeois classes and are tied up with the 
Anglo-American schemes of war-mongering and world domination, which 
lead to the impoverishment of the people.

^ucha re the policies of this "democratic government" of the people.

^ill its Plans succeed with the aid of the J'*nglo-American banks? 
They will not. ihe big x,lver VpHey schemes which are supposedto 
solve the food crisis arc going to nothing but a huge-octopus eating 
into our treasury and saddling us with American loans and consequent 
by mortgaging our economy to their profits and crisis . Not that we 
shall build with their loans but they will mint millions at our cost,
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which ultimately leave us as dry as before and in bankruptcy.

The scandalous expenditure, the want of any plan, any eheck, any 
foresight in these schemes is exposed in the reports of government 
itself. Every schemes oversteps its planned cost by millions be
cause they ? re all at the mercy of the Shylocks of the British Sc 
American banks, commission agents, and bureaucrats. The Biver 
Valley Schemes are a bottomless pit in wi ich we are mortagaged to 
sink our blood and our money and to reap, if at all, things which 
no one will be able to buy because they will be so costly and we will 
be so poor!

Buch are the Plans, such the landlord-bourgeois economy for which we . 
are asked to suffer. Nehru says we are not proud of the D.V.C. scheme 
but sing praises to Dnieper Dam. But he forgets that the Dnieper Dam 
was not built to irrigate landlords’ land and rent. And the workers 
building it there did not die of Cholera as in the Hirakud Dam because 
the contractors gave no drinking water nnd people drank from putrid 
pools. Dnieper Dam belonged to those who built it, the D.V.C. 
belongs to the landlords and -onericans and is a grave of those who 
build it. .

^ence, when the question arises whether, we should advice the workers 
and the people to bear sacrifices for these Plans our answer can only 
be that though we will want a planned economy this is not the true one. 
Hence, we shall not suffer wage-cuts, taxes and loans, starvation and 
suffering for a Plan made only to enrich the rich few. Amend the 
plan into a real democratic plan based, on the economy of the workihg- 
class and the peasantry. Then ©lone it can succeed and be* supported.

We hear that there are trade union organisations belonging to the HMS 
and the I1JTUC who have undertaken support to this Plan. We would 
warn the workers of the results of such a Plan and request them to 
unite on- an agreed platform to demand its amendment and execution in 
agreement with working-class and peasant organisations.

II /

The crisis of our semi-coloni^l economy dependent on the half from the 
imperialist and the hindrance from within of the parasitic classes is 
threatening the working-class with unempl oy ari z rationalisation and 
wage-cuts,

In textile mills, plantations, leather, bidi, Mica, Coir and several 
other lines, closures have already taken place or are threatened. In 
some ft is due to loss of export markets, because the Anglo-Americans 
in the grip of their crisis have stopped buying. The greatest sufferers 
are the workers and small owners.

Instead of finding an alternative market for the goods, the. f irst advan
tage that the government took was to stop food subsidies pleading fall 
in export duties, which were expected to feed the subsidies. Instead 
of lending credit to genuine producers it stopped credit, in the name 
of controlling inflation, which only helped Big Money with its huge 
black holdings.

The International Economic Conference at Moscow offered a market for 
our goods and to supplyc apital goods to our industry. But our so- 
called neutral government nnd third-camp industrialists and their ideolo
gical leaders refus, d to participate in the Conference and banned those 
who wanted to. Thereby it only hampers our being relieved from the 
slump and its effects.

This, therefore, enjoins on us the taks of defending doggedly and 
carefully the interests of our working-class.
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Our trade unions must reachevery factory and basti to organise the 
employed as well as the unemployed to «ave them from the onslought 
of the profiteers and their friends. Down to thefectory and the 
basti, on to the mass front must be our slogan.

Vje must invite all unions, all workers and leaders irrespective of 
their political views and affiliations to unite to fight the attack 
of the slump and its originators, to render relief to the masses and 
defend their struggles for better standards of living and work.

Vie must explain to the masses the criminal responsibility of the war
mongers, who in order to build guns, refuse us machines to weave clothes, 
or who in order to make germ-bombs to kill crops and men refuse us 
chemicals to grow food and feed children.

Though we may not be in war, yet being linked to war-makers plan, we 
are suffering f rom famines and shortages. ihle must, therefore, fight . 
for Peace and against war and not be complacent and say that weare 
interested in neither.

^o live and work with the masses, unite the working people, to defend 
their struggles for better life and living and to defend Peace and 
thereby our future prosperity are some of the main tasks before our 
T.U. movement, must frame a programme of basic demands of the work
ing class on the above basis and unite to win it.

Ill
I cannot in this short space review the position of the various indu
stries and the working-class therein, their wages end working
conditions .

With the end of the war, the working class fought big struggles to win 
higher wages and better conditions, 'Dhe Congress governments in power 
while conceding some wage increases, bonus payments and dearness allow
ances, through the Arbitration Tribunals in the hope of neutralising the 
workers struggles on the one hand and shooting down the militants on 
the other, launched a big offensive to disrupt and divide the working 
class by splitting the T.U. movement. It took advantage of its 
anti-war-days popularity and the mistakes of some sections of the T.U. 
leadership to launch the INTUC. The INTUC partly capitalising the 
support of the workers believing in the nationalism of the Congress 
and partly the direct patronage and protection of the employers and 
the state has entered into the working-class with its slogan of 
’’trustee-capitalism" and "welfare State" to devitalise the will of 
the worker to struggle against his exploiter. And where he resist, 
he is bludgeoned by the several anti-strike laws of the government 
bans, and ordinances.

The JNTUC was followed by the HKS in splitting away from us. Then our 
friends of the UTUC went away.

^he employers are now mounting an offensive on our past gains and 
future demands. In plantations, they tried tostop the cheap rice 
supply. In Collieries, they arc attacking even the meagure conditions 
of the previous awards. In textiles they are planning rationalisation 
and freezing of bonuses and D.A. and so on. To their are coming new 
laws of the government. Still further curtailing the workers’ liberty 
to act.

% meet this offensive, in each industry we must undertake the building 
up of all-^ndia Trade Federations, frame the demands of each industry 
in a united manner and struggle to win them.

Another question which deserves our greatest attention in the matter of 
unity is take note of the feelings of caste oppression, national or 
religious minority, disabilities, feelings of pride of language and 
State, which .also prevent the class-unity of the workers as against
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the class unity of the employer.

Another matter which affects the question of the unity of the workers 
is the disruption in international solidarity of the working-class 
carried out by the ICFTU. At the end of the war, the world’s working 
class was united in the World Federation of Trade Unions. But the 
W.F.T.U. championed the freedom of the colonial people, their claim 
for better working and living conditions, it opposed the enslavement 
of the working-class of Europe by war mongering schemes of monopoly 
capital.

The British and American AFL, C.I.I. and TUC split from the WFTU and 
joined in the ICFTU.

The WFTU’s appeal for joint actions on common demands concerning preuly 
the defence of the economic demands of the workers irrespective of 
politics was r ejected by t he ICFTU.

The ICFTU helped by the INTUC and the HMS is carrying out an offensive 
against the AITUC and the WFTU.

The .JTUC delegations are refused permission to attend international 
Conferences of the WFTU and even t hose of the ILO on which the WFTU 
sits.

It is peculiar that the HMS which speaks of fundamen tally being opposed 
to the INTUC in India joins hands with it on an international plane, 
under the auspices of the British and the Americans, ^his amiability to 
Anglo-American influences should at least prevent the HMS from accusing 
the AITUC of being influenced by forc-?gn>rs. We stand by international 
solidarity of the working r,1 ^ss and also our national soverignty and 
refuse to lose our national identity and existence in "the cosmopolita
nism" and "one world schemes” of certain theoreticians.

The AITUC unions mpst endeavour, however, for unity, while educating 
the worker in the outlook of class-solidarity, nationally'and inter
nationally.

There are many other tasks we have to discharge and I need nott ake 
your time on them as the many resolutions coming before you will out
line them.

One such task is to enforce the application of those laws which are be
neficial to the working-cl a ,x;d which it has won at the cost of great 
battles and sacrifices. We have also to work for the refutation of 
laws which are enacted to divide and weaken us. In short to develop a 
legal wing of the-AITUC is an important of the class-struggle, whose 
importance should not be underrated.

With our representatives in the legislatures, we have now great oppor
tunities to put our problems to the people and unmask the landlord- 
bourgeois polcies of the government. Our T.Us must use as well as 
assist the work of our legislators in d efence of the people.

Our TT.U. must also not neglect cultural, cooperative and welfare work 
th the service of the wroking-class. The defence of the rights of 
young workers in natters of wages along with right to sports and edu
cation is an urgent task, ^he defence of the women workers, who not 
only labour in the factory but work in the home and are open to g reater 
persecution by employers and their agents, as exploiters and as 
corrupt men require our attention, ‘he women worker as a mother 
requires creche, maternity benefit and such other protection. Whole 
families living on streets, for want of housing with their women and 
children, exposing the false claims of culture of the ruling-classes
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in our country and demand a great movement for housing, and health. 

Such in briefare many other tasks.

We have to undertake working-class education in the history of his 
class-struggles, in the economy that grinds him and the theory of te 
State that holds him in subjection to the exploiters, in the great 
principles that shown him the way to exploitation, ^or this we have 
to produce teachers, schools, cadres literature and papers’. A11 this 
has to be done in different languages,. It is our desire to print an 
organ in Hindi and one in Tamil, if sufficient supports comes forward, 
in order to help the T.Us and workers in their work.

Our T.U. have to undertake a campaign to save those condemned to death 
to demand withdrawal of cases and warrant, 1he defence of cases costs 
a great deal and many good democratic minded lawyers have helped us. 
The WFTU spent over 20 thousand rupees in lending a little to the 
defence of the workers’ and peasants cases. But we have to do more. 
We cannot forget our fighters in prisons.

1 am not giving you a detailed report because we have called this ad 
hoc Convention in order to meet a^ter a lone period of repression, 
estrangements and differences,. ihis is a Convention to seek Unity 
and undertake immediate tasks to build up the masses for defending their 
interests.

Hence from this platform, I appeal to all who left us to come and unite 
and let nothing stand in the way of unity. None need leave his princi
ples to build unity because unity of the working-class is itself a 
principle, and the weapon to achieve our demands, our bread, freedom 
xnd peace.

Long Live the Unity of the Indian Working Class.

LONG LIVE THE W.F.T.U.
LONG LIVE THE AITUC.
LONG LIVE THE FREEDOM OF THE OPPRESSED PEOPLE
LONG LIVE PEACE
ON TO THE DEFENCE OF THE INTERESTS OF ALL WORKING PEOPLE.

S. A. DANGE 
General Secretary, 

All-India Trade Union Congress. •



RESOLUTIONS.

1 . RESOLUTION UN ix.RTYRS.

The L.ITUC salutes with pride and sorrow the numerous maryrs that fell in 
the cause of the emancipation of the toiling masses since its last session.

These years witnessed the most savage terror unleashed by the the Congress 
Government and the most heroic resistenace by the people in Teleganan & 
Andhra, hakdweep and Ballia, in the food marches in Cooch Behar and Planta
tions in Travancore, in Textile struggles in Bombay and even in the prisons 
of Oalem and Hasik. The names of these martyrs is legion. By their 
heroism and martyrdom they have headed down a heritage which, the /.ITUC 
feels conident the common people will carry forward till the great cause 
for which they fell in crowned with victory.

2 . CuNGRJTU^^

This Convention of the .'.ITUC sends its hearty congratulations to the workers 
and peasants and their leaders arid sympathisers who have been elected to the 
Parliament and the Et-te Legislatures and trusts that these democratic re
presentations of the exploited masses will exert all their best, in joint 
front, where possible, with other democratic progressive members, to defend 
the interests of the working-class, and the people.

The majority of vot.es cast against the Congress express the loss of con
fidence of the people in the Congress and their desire for altern tive gover- 
ments of the democratic forces, to fulfil their needs and aspirations. Yet 
due to the undemocratic constitution in which proportional representation 
according to votes secured by political parties is not given, the Congress 
has been enabled to secure the majority of seats.with minority of votes 
and to usurp governmental authority. The pronouncements, budges and measures 
of the new Congress Governments continue their usual policy of protecting 
parasite interests to the detriment of the country and its working people.

In view of this the AITUC calls upon working-class and democratic represent
atives to defend the interests of the working-people, on the floor of the 
legislatures and in solidarity with the movement of the masses outside for 
securing better standards of living and working conditions, for democratic 
and civil liberties, for land and bread, work and peace.

3 - GLRM-h.R IN KORE.I:

This Convention of the aITUC taking note of the statements of Jolliot 
Currie and other loaders of democratic opinion condemns the inhuman methods 
of germ-war launched by the . merican armed forces against the Korean people.

"Between January 2Bth and February 17th U.S. military aircraft in Korea 
disseminated, at th< front and in the rear, the microbes of plague, cholera, 
typhus and other frightful, contagious diseases.

This horrible deed, that could never have been contemplated by a sane mind, 
has none the less be<n committed. It is a sequel to the no less monstrous 
crime of the destruction of hundres of thousands of civilians in a few seconds 
by the ^om.bomb at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

The use of baceriological weapons is a clear violation of international law
in particular of the Geneva Convention of June 17th , 19^.

They were employed by the Japanese armies in China. The U.S. General Etaff, 
and public figures in the United Etates, hadearlier made no secret of U.E. 
preparations and intention to use these weapons.

Today the.peoples can see the peril in which they stand, the ruthless 
methods of. terror by which it is sought to bring then to obedience.

Public opinion must arise to denounce this crime".
-2-
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A. MALAYAN STRUGGLE:

The British imperialists are conducting their war against the Malayan people's 
struggle for national liberation with the ferocity of barbars and cannibats. 
For the sake of the profits of the British tin And rubber capitalists- and mad
dened at the heroic fight of the Malayan people for their freedom and indepen
dence, the British imperialists are uprooting hundreds of thousands of people 
from their homes, bombarding peaceful villages, destroying wholesale standing 
crops by chemical warfare a nd seeking to strike terror into the hearts of the 
people by employing cannibal head-hunters in their army, by sadistic exhibition 
of the decapitated heads of valiant freedom-fighters and by similar other methods 
of barbenous brutality. The AITUC .finds no language strong enough to condemn 
this atrocious war against a freedom-loving people and appeals to the conscience 
of the whole world to protest a gainst and put a stop to this.inhuman action.

The T.U.C. is shocked that the government of India, instead of helping the 
Malayan people in their struggle, allowing the British imperialists to 
recr’’?t Gorkha soldiers through. India by giving them passport facilities 
and by.various other means. It demands that the government of India immediately 
puts a stop to all this.

The Trade Union Convention makes it clear to the Malayan people that the action 
of the Indian government in support of the British imperialists is in direct 
contradiction to the wishes end demands of the Indian people. It expresses 
unshakeable solidarity with the Malayan people in their struggle against the 
British robbers and assures them that it will do everything in its power to 
strengthen their cause.

5. Execution of Patriots:

The monarcho-fascist military tribunal of American-occupied Greece have, through 
a foul frame up, pronounced the death sentence on the ardent Greek patriots, 
Nico Belyoannis, -^lli Joannidou and their six comrades. The AITUC condemns this 
attempt, on the part of the American imperialists .and their Greek puppets, to 
murder such valiant freedom-fighters as Belyoannis and his comrades and demands 
that the sentence be annulled. It further calls upon the U.N.O. to intervene 
in the matter and to save the lives of these Greek patriots.

6. SOLIDARITY WITH IRAN, EGYPT, TUNISIA, ETC.

The AITUC extends its whole-hearted support to the struggle waged by the 
peoples of Iran, Egypt, Tunisia and other colonial countries for their free
dom from the political and economic bondage of the British, French and Ameri
can imperialists. It condemn the virtual occupation of.parts of Egypt by the 
British military forces and the attempts to separate Sudan from Egypt, the 
unleashing of a brutal and’full-scale colonial war against the Tunisian 
people by the‘French Government backed by the American imperialists, the 
attempts of the British imperialists to ;prevent the nationalisation of oil 
industries in Iran and the manoeuvres of American imperialists to gain the 
control of Iranian oil. It demands the end of imperialist rule and all 
intervention in all these countries and expresses its solidarity with the 
struggle of the people and expresses its hope that it will be carried for
ward to victory.

7. RELEASE OF DE^NUES ETC.

The AITUC views with grave concern the continued suppression against liberties 
and persecution of the leaders of the democratic masses.

Though a number of political detenues hove had to be released due to mass 
democratic pressure the governments both of union and in the various states 
are attempting in the main to continue the. police regime.

-3-
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Hundreds of political workers arc still being kept in detention 
without trial, hundres of others ere being imprisoned or are be
ing prosecuted with the help of repressive laws and the "infamous" 
special tribunals. The rights of free speech, Press, Assembly, 
picketing ^nd strikes are virtually being denied.

The A.ITUC strongly condemns the repressive policy being continued 
by the Congress Party which was rejected by a majority of the 
Indian people in the recent elections.

The ;JTUC demands the immediate and unconditional release of po
litical detenues, the withdrawal of all pending warrants and cases 
against political workers and for the comutation of death sen
tences and and remitting all other sentences in respect of all 
those who have been al ready convicted for their political trade 
union or peasant activities.

8. DENI.'X OF PXSPORTS TO UBER, CHINA, ETC.

The ..ITUC convention condemns the action of the Government of Indian 
Union in denying passports to Com. S. . Dange and S.G. Pat^cr 
to attend the world Economic Conference in Moscow and to Com. Jyoti 
Basu, Sayapriya Banerjee, Sheebhadra Yajee and S.'. Dange to attend 
the May Day Celebrations in Peking, and the refusal of the same 
government and its counsul in Britain to permit the ' .F.T.U. repre
sentative Com. HacEh^nnie to attend the present convention.

Earlier the Government had refused to allow Com. S.A. Dange to go 
and attend the meeting of the Executive Bureau of the World Fede
ration of Trade Unions despite the fact that he was a member of 
the Executive and was one of the representatives of the W.F.T.U. 
on the Social and Economic Council of United Aationas Organisation.

It has been the systematic policy of the Congress Government to 
discriminate against the MTUC and in favour of the INTUC and the 
Hind ^azdoor Sabha who are allowed full facilities to attend Con
ferences of the ICFTUC etc.

This convention strongly condemn this descrimnation and demands 
that such invidious restrictions on the free movement of Trade 
Union leaders in and out of India be; removed.

9. ON FOOD SITU -TIuN:

This Convention of the AITUC views with grave anxiety the food 
situation in the country.

It strongly condemns the action of the Union Government in stop
ping the food subsidy and the State of Bombay for rendering food 

dearer by 50% to 50 million people.

It condemns the systematic attempt being made to force the inferior 
milo imported from Africa on the people.

In large parts of the country such as Sunderban and the five dis
tricts of Rayalaseema in Madras acute mass starvation prevails 
and the AITUC condemns the government for delaying to deciare 
these parts as Famine ureas.

The very fact that when Rayalaseema was at last declared to be a 
famine area and the ^rmy instead of being kept idle was sent for 
relief work there, it was able to find sources of water supply 
clearly shows that with a certain minimum solicitude for the 
interests of the people famine could have been averted.
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The AITUC therefore demands that the Government should restore the 
food subsidy to Bombay and immediately despatch food ahd every 
other relief to the famine areas and enlist the co-operation of 
Trade Unions, san. babhas and the democratic organisations to 
see that the Famine areas receive the speediest and most effective 
relief. ’

.,. TTTtOOOtTTT



R EVOLUTIONS

1. RESOLUTION ON BIDI & TOBL..CCQ INDUSTRY.

This Convention of the AITUC is of the opinion that the following 
are the basic and immediate demands of the Bidi and Tobacco workers 
of India. The Convention urges the Bidi & Tobacco workers to 
launch an organised movement for t he achievement of these demands.

1. The Factory Act and such other existing laws should be 
applied to this industry.

2. Yearly Bonus to workers.
3. Equal wages for women workers with men workers.
4. Attendence cards should be given to the workers and the 

owners of the factory and shop must keep a regular 
role of the workers to enable workers to check up 
on their earnings.

5. The system of fines and the rejection of Bidis should 
be abolished and the Payment of Lages Act applied in 
these matters.

6. all the provincial governments should accept and act 
upon the recommendations of the Regay Committee.

7. To safe-guard the interest of the workers in the 
industry and to regularise the industry, government 
of India and Provincial Government5 should introduce 
the necessary legislations immediately,

8. The guarantee of work to the workers in the rainy 
seasons.

9. Protection of the interest of petty shop-keepers 
and owners of factories of this industry from foreign 
competitions and f rom Indian laws as hamper the trade 
market.

10. Government should reduce the Tobacco duty.

11 . iobacco leaves end other necessities of this industry 
should be supnlied at the control pates by government.

12. The storage and locking of Bidis end other Tobacco 
manufactured goods should be regulated and done in a 
manner as would prevent deterioration of the goods 
and bad supplies to the consumer, in order to prevent 
its ill-effects on the health ofthe consuming public.

2S ON THE COIR INDUSTRY.

The AITUC notes with deep concern the depression that has caught 
the Coir industry, the main industry of Kerala. Nearly 90% of 
Coir factories have been closed, end in those still working workers 
find employment only from 1 to 3 days a week. Altogether 1T lacs 
of workers including those engaged in the preliminary stages of 
production viz., husk-beeting, carding, etc., are more or less 
out of work. The depth of crisis can be gauged from thefdet that 
in Alleppey the main Coir industrial centre of Travancode Cochin 
State, the off-take from ration shops has dwindled dovjgi to 40%,at 
a time when the adult ration per day is only 6 ounces. The entire 
coastal area of Travancore Cochin State is severely hit with famine 
conditions prevailing in predominantly Coir areas viz., the Aimbala- 
puzha and Shertalai taluques and near famine conditions at Chirayan- 
keeshu and. Vypeen areas. Aqq the attendant evils are making them
selves felt with workers migrating to distant places andsocial 
life crumbling.

The AITUC cannot but condemn the a ttitude of the Travancore-Cochin.
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State Government and. the Government of Indian Union for their in
difference in the face of this calamity. The two conferences 
one on 20-2-52 and the other on 13-5-52 cowled by Government 
only after pressure from the organisations of workers and people 
had to be adjourned sine die because the government had no con
crete plan a nd were not willing to accept the one proposed by the 
workers’ representatives.

The AITUC wishes to emphasise the dangers inherent in this callous 
drift and calls upon the government to:

1. ^ake immediate steps to utilise the possible big 
markets for Coir, products in Egypts, Middle East, 
China, USSR and the People's Democracies of the 
Eastern Europe.

2. Pq restrict the e xport of raw coir and coir fibre.

3- Establish propaganda and sales centres in all import
ant; centres of India for sale of Coir products.

4. Utilise the possibilities of manufacturing new pro
ducts with coirs-viz., Volbike, bags, etc.

5. Control the price of husk fixing it at a level in 
conformity with the coir prices.

6. Grant aid to raise the holding, ^capacity of the 
small coir industrialists.

7. Fix the minimum wages of workers in this industry 
at a level enabling a reasonable standard of living.

While.these are steps calculated to revive the industries, the AITUC 
demands that thefoilowing immediate steps be taken to alleviate 
the suffering of the already misery-stricken workers.

1. Grant free ration to unemployed coir workers and their fami
lies as unemployment dole^

2. Grant remission to unemployed coir workers.

3. Grant free books, drugs, etc., to school-boys and children 
of coir workers and full freeship concessions where they are stud
ying in secondary schools.

4. Start public relief works to give employment to such of the 
unemployed workers.

■ ON YOUTH CONFER! NCE.

3. This Convention of. the AH-India Trade Union ^ongress welcomes 
the appeal of the young Sugar Refinery workers of Amsterdam for the 
convening of an International Conference in Defence of the Rights 
of Youth.

The Convention notes with satisfaction that the proposal has already 
won wide support from many international and national organisations of 
youth, studehts, women and workers including the’World Federation of 
Trade Unions.

It fully approves of the aim of- the Conference which is to intensify 
active struggle of young people in all countries in defence of their 
social ande conomic demands - the right to better living conditions, 
to education and democratic liberties, against all the effects of 
armaments drive and the preparations for a third world war.
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The Convention is of the pinion that the rapid deterioration of the 
living conditions of Indian youth, particularly the young workers, 
the growing unemployment, the denial of access to education culture, 
and recreation and the mounting offensive on all their rights and 
liberties make the task of organised movement for these demands ever 
more important, ^he Convention, therefore, fully supports the recom
mendation of the General Council of the World Federation of Trade 
Unions "to devote, more attention to the defence of the d emands of 
young male and female workers everywhere, particularly attbeir places 
of work, to help in the organisation of and to participate in the 
International Conference in Defence of the Rights of Youth and to 
take part at all levels in the preparatory conferences" (Berlin 
General Council of W.F.T.U.)

The Convention calls uporl all trade unions to take interest in the 
development of activities of.young workers in defence of thier 
rights by formulating their' demands, helping in the formation of 
youth committees, organisation of conferences and by keepig close 
and constant contact with youth organisations working for the 
International Conference in Defence of the Rights of Youth.

4. RESOLUTION ON JUTE:

This Conference of the AITUC views with g rave concern the conditions 
of chronic crisis which have developed in the Jute Industry since 
1949. ■ .

This crisis is expressed in the form of deliberate restriction of 
production by the employers, reduction of working hours, sealing 
of 12^% of the total loomage, a direct cut in workers’ wages, and 
"rationalisation" measures resulting in mass retrenchment and a 
heavier work-load.

This conference asserts that the responsibility for this grave situ
ation in the leading export industry of our country must be laid 
at the door of the monopolist employers - British and Indian - and 
the anti-national, selfish policy pursued by them with the approval 
and assistance of the India government.

Instead of utilising this great industry, which occupies a strategi
cally favourable position as the world’s supplier of jute goods, in 
order to fulfil the people’s needsand to advance the economic pros
perity of India, the jute mill employe rs have been misusing their 
monopoly rights in order to fleece profits for themselves at the 
expense of the workers and the entire people.

By tying up the vast export trade in jute goods solely with the 
U.S. markets, by making production virtually dependent on the flu
ctuating needs of Washington’s war economy and its rearmament 
plar.s, by refusing to develop additional trade relations with the 
democratic and socialist countries of China, USSR, and outh-East 
Europe, the employers and the Indian Government have mortgaged 
the prosperity and. the stability of the jute industry to the imperia
list war-mongers and .created inartificial "crisis" of markets 
and overproduction.

While the profits of the jute companies during 1945-43, and more 
especially during the Korean war period of 1950-51, have reached 
unprecedented heights, the 300,000 workers have been made to accept 
drastic inroads into their living standards and conditions-of work.

Even the meagre increase in emoluments awarded by the Tribunal in 
1943 and 1951 have been rendered illusory by the linking of wages 
and D.A. with attendance, so that with the almost unbroken short- 
time working of the mills §5 ,tCe 1949, the workers have suffered a
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corresponding cut in their incomes though prices have risen in the 
same period- by at least 30 points and food prices, in particular, 
have been increased during the last six months. xhe basic minimum 
wage actually received has fallen as low as Rs.23/- p.m. and the D.A. 
to Rs.33/- p.m., which means that at present day prices the jute 
worker is literally starving.

ihe situation.is even worse in the jute mills of Andhra, where the 
managements have refused to apply .even the'minimum wage and D.A. 
standards awarded by the Tribunal in West Bengal. Here theminimum- 
basic pay is Rs.19/8/- p.m. and D.A. only.-J 5/- annas daily.

Piece-rated earnings have also declined sharply. Between 8 to 9 
thousand weavers have been sacked as a result of sealing oflooms 
Thousands of workers of the Spinning and Preparing departments are 
being retrenched with the introduction of new, labour-saving machi
nery. Work-load in these departments is being increased without 

any corresponding increment in wages.

Workers have no security of scrvicce. Service records are being 
illegally manipulated to d eprive workers of permanent status and. of 
even their statutory dues on account of gratuities, paid leave, 
etc. The limited benefit awarded by Tribunals are whittled down 
in practice on one pretext or another. Violations of Payment of 
Mages Act, Factory Act, and Maternity ^enefit Act are common, espe
cially in the mills of Andhra and Bihar. Medical facilities and 
housing arestill virtually in the same shocking condition noted 20 
years ago by. the Royal Commission on Labour. Physical maltreatment 
and harrassment of workers still goes on. Trade union facilities ' 
are practically non-existent and leading workers are victimised on 
the flimsiest of pleas. Workers’ struggles are sought to be crushed 
by indiscriminate resort to lock-outs and repression.

Thus, while workers are being starved and exploited and the poten
tial capacity of industry itself is crippled and made dependent on 
U.S., orders, the monopolist owners alone have been enriching 
themselves. ... • - ’

The peasants from whom raw jute is procured at low prices, the small 
traders, balers, and shippers, have all had. to sacrifice their legi
timate interests for profits of this British controlled industry.

This Conference condemns the attitude of the India government which 
has consistently refused to protect the interests of the workers, 
peasants, small businessmen, and the toiling people as a whole, while 
giving every possible relief and encouragement to the jute magnates 
in the form of reduced export duties, removal of controls, permission 
to restrict output, and a free hand to retrench workers in the name 
of rationalisation.

This conference, therefore, demands that:

1 ., The capital holdings of the British companies and managing 
agencies which control the jute industry should be con
fiscated.

2. Trade relations, must be opened up with the countries of 
South-East Europe, USSR and China forexport of jute goods-to 
.them, so that the industry can work at full capacity.

3. lute goods supplied to USA, Britain and other countries 
should be on the basis of barter exchange for India's 
vital needs, such as food, capital goods, tractors, etc.
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4- The India Government must appoint a Committee to make 
thorough investigations into the illegal practices, 
speculative transactions, black market deals, false 
entries, etc. resorted to by the jute companies and 
managing agencies to cheat the public out of huge sums 
as revealed by the recent McLeod case.

5. ihe Madras government must appoint a non-official 
Enquiry Committee to investigate into the conditions 
of the jute workers, in Andhra, with a view to ensur
ing for them the minimum benefits awarded by the West 
Bengal Tribunals.

6. The jute workers must be assured of:

(a) A living wage to meet the increased cost of living.
(b) No cut in wages or D.A. due to reduction of hours 
from 48 to 42g per week.

(c) No retrenchment by sealing of looms, rationalisa
tion, etc. Provision of alternative jobs and ade
quate benefits for the unemployed.

(d) No increase in work-load without corresponding 
increment in wages.

(e) Security of Service; no deprivation of statutory 
leave facilities.

(f) Adequate medical facilities.
(g) Decent housing at the expense of the employers, and 

Government.
(h) Full trade union rights and no victimisation of 

Trade Union workers.
7. Resumption of the normal 48 hour week and unsealing of 

all sealed looms.

This Conference calls upon all jute workers, organised and unorganised 
irrespective of differences in political ideology, religion, caste, 
creed, or nationality, to organise united actions in mills and depart
ments for fulfilment of the above demands. It calls their pointed 
attention to the necessity of combating the attempts of the employers 
at spreading national and communal disruption in their ranks. It 
calls upon them, further to build up united committees for carrying 
on struggle and united unions.

The prevailing disunity and weakness of organisation among the jute 
workers is the'biggest weapon in the hands of the employers and must 
be overcome with speed and determination. This Conference welcomes 
the formation of the Andhra Jute Workers' Federation uniting all 
parties and groups working in the unions in Andhra and the AITUC 
therefore, appeals to the unions of the UTUC, INTUC, and HMS, in 
particular, to join hands with the AITUC unions in mobilising the 
jute workers unitedly on the basis of their common demands and 
the defence of their common interests. Only the united action of 
the workers can halt the capitalist offensive and also.save this 
great industry for service in the welfare of the people.

kr.
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5. ON RAILWAY COLLIERIES:
The production trend of the Coal Industry of the previous five years 
under the Congress Raj clearly shows that at the cost of Railway coll
ieries and the low grade collieries i.e. the Indian owned collieries, 
the British Coal mine owners have increased their output heavily. The 
annual output of the Railway Collieries and the lower grade ones has 
been considerably decreased day by day such were the production and 
allocation of wagon policy of the government of India led by Corwet- 
Burrclough and Whitekar, the three heads of Coal, Mining and Geological 
departments of government of India.

It is to be noted that the production of the Railway collieries is being 
decreased deleberately when in fact the Railway Collieries produce only 
1/3 of the total need of the Railway Coal Consumption andthe need for 
Railways is to be self-sufficient.

The corruption and misappropriation of Public fund which is the another 
name of the congress Raj’s rampant in the Railway Collieries.

^nd added together this contineous underproduction and corruption has run 
the Railway Collieries in constant loss of millions of Rupees every 
year for which no open enquiry is being made in spite of the repeated 
requests of the union,

India government, in stead of, eradicating the corruption of its machi
nery and ensuring profit producing annual output has begun to withdraw 
one after another long standing facilities of the workers and has resorted 
to further restriction of production by effecting heavy retrenchment. 
Notice to this effect to one thousand Bhadua Pit miners has already been 
given.

This Convention of the AITUC, therefore, strongly protests against the 
British Coal policy of the Indian government and is opposed to any policy 
which restricts or closes down the Railway collieries - the state sector 
of the economy.

This Convention request to the government to restore all the withdrawn 
but longstanding facilities of the workers and concede all the demands 
enlisted separately for reference to the Industrial Tribunal by the Coal 

'‘’'orkers' Union.

-■his session d emands from the government io set up a Parliamentary 
enquiry Committee including members of the Parliamentary opposition 
to enquire into the causes of the chroni loss of State Railway Collieries 
and of the workers employed by it.

6. ON THE REPRESSION OF THE UORKERS OF THE KAKATA COLLIERY LTD.
This Convention of the AITUC records its strong protest against the 
manner in which the management of the Karkata Colliery Ltd, (Ranchi, 
Bihar) has discharged a number of office-bearers and the members of the 
executive committee of the union, who were elected on the 25th March, 
1952 by the General Body Meeting of the Union.

This Convention demands that all the victimised workers be re-instated 
and the government authorities concerned should take proper steps to 
redress other grievances of workers also, which have already been put 
by the union.
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ON PORT a DUCK UNIONS;

This Conference of the ATTUC notes with concern the appalling cond- 
it^ons that continue to prevail for the workers and employees of the 
various ports and docks in India.

One of the most serious problems facing dock labour is that their 
employment is liked up with shipping which is extremely uncertain. 
When traffics is heavy the workers can somehow manage to eke out 
a miserable existence but when it is slack the workers are forced 
to starve. In most civilised countries decasualisation schemes 
have been adopted to see that the workers’ livelihood is not made 
entirely dependent on the hazards of shipping but in India in 
most ports this has been done.

Practically everywhere the Portend Dock employees are facing an 
offensive on the part of the employers which in some cases is 
the Government itself. The work load is being increased, gang
strength is being reduced, rationalisationschemes are being 
carried out. In Calcutta, i4angalore and Cochin the load per 
worker has been increased to an inhuman extent - workers being 
forced to c arry as much a s three maunds bags at a time or even more 
on the herd.

Is a result of all this unemployment is increasing and the con
ditions of the workers rapidly deteriorating.

The Ports end Docks are either directly administered by the ^over- 
meat or at least largely controlled by the- Transport, Dept, of the 
Government of India. Inspite of that the widest disparity in 
conditions of work and living prevail. There is no uniformity 
of rules or service conditions. The pay commission’s recommenda
tions have either not been applied or applied very haphazardly. 
In the Calcutta, Bombay and Cochin Ports, inspite of the fact 
that there was an agreement with the unions that the pay Commis
sion’s recommendations would be implemented they have not actually 
been applied for all categories of workers. Clarification is 
extemely arbitrary and whimsical. Class II employees being clas
sified as Giass III and '-'lass III as Class IV.

ihe Government has been following a policy of suppressing genuine 
trade unions and fostering and encouraging bogus unions. In Bom
bay the Dock workers especially the Naval $o,ckyard workers have 
been subjected to the severest repression. ill this day a large 
number of working class leaders continue to be in detention 
under the Preventive Detention Act. In Calcutta scores of 
working class and trade union leaders were placed in detention 
and those who have been released have been dismissed from 
service although no charge sheets have been given to them* In 
Cochin the Tribunal has given the most amazing award in which 
the entire power of recruitment, dismissal and allotting of 
daily jobs have been handed over to the reactionary union anda 
compulsory closed shop system introduced to the detriment of the 
genuine union existing there This award was given on 
17-2-1951.

This Conference therefore r aises the following d emands and urges 
that the Government of India take the immediate steps to force 
the employers to concede these demands.

1. A properly worked out decasualisation scheme should 
be introduced in all the ports for dock labour all 
over India.

2. There should be immediate stoppage of rationalisation 
schemes meant to increase the exploitation of the 
workers - where the work load has been increased
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it should be reduced to a reasonable level. There 
should be no r etrenchment.

3. Uniform conditions of work should be introduced 
in all the ports for the port and dock labour.

4* A11 Port Trusts and the ^ock Labour Advisory Board 
should have workers' representatives on them and they 
should be duly elected by the workers through secret 
ballot.

5. Contract system should be abolished and the Port 
authorities should directly employ all categories of 
Port Labour.

6. Proper and full application of pay Commission's recom
mendations and reclassification of employees to be 
carried out in consueltation with the unions.

7. Release of Samuel Augustin, D’Mello and other 
leaders of the Bock Labourers, restoration of the 
recognition of the Indian Naval Dockyard Workers' 
Union and other genuine unions of the workers.

8. Reinstatement of those dismissed on a ccount of 
their detention under the Preventive Detention 
Act.' Withdrawal of cases pending against 
dock workers.

9. Immediate cancellation of the award of the Cochin 
Tribunal passed on 17-12-1951 introducing a closed 
shop system inf avour of the reactionary Thuramugha 
Thozhilali Union. Reinstatement of workers refused 
work by this reactionary union and payment of wages 
to them.

The.^11 India Trade Union Congress calls upon all unions whether 
affiliated to it or not to build up united action of workers and 
employees of all shades of opinion which is the only way to 
achieve the above mentioned demands.

---- 0O0-----
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ON MICA:
The Micas industry today is made solely dependent upon the import * 
policy of U.S.A.as it is U.S.A, which imports 85^ of the total 
Indian Mica export, for India.has no real Mica manufacturing facto
ries. In order to pur-chase Mica at cheapest rate the U.S. Mono
polists time to ti$e pretend not to purchase Mica and thus in the 
absence of Market the prices of our valuable Mica go down heavily 
and the trade faces a very devastating slump like that of the 
present one.

60^ of the total Mica industry was of splitting but recently in 
USA by s ome scientific processes scrap Mica is being used for 
splitting Micaland thus now there is no demand for splitting at 
all and as result of which heavy retrenchment has been effected 
in Mica industry and the splitting work which was also a kind of 
cottage industry has been virtually stopped and as a result of which 
nearly a lac of workers engaged in Mica industry wholly or partial
ly are facing- starvation. ' ‘

At the instigation of some four or five biggest Mica firms who are 
both Mine owners and exporters the Behar government has extended the 
sale of Mica which only affects the small and middle dealers as its 
they only who deal in inside country Mica purchase and sale. This 
has further added to the injuries of the small and middle dealers ' 
have' virtually stopped their business causing large-scale unemployment.

Under such circumstances this convention of the AITUC demands that 
(i) Mica trade should be encouraged to seek other markets such as 
those of USSR and New Democratic countries (ii) Mica Manufacturing 
factories should be opened in India with the help of the machinery 
availablef rom the USSR and other countries (iii) Establish a govern
ment Monopoly Mica purchasing Agency in India for dealing with the 
foreign countries which at present dictate prices to us, (iv) With
draw sales tax from inner country Mica sale and finally ensure the 
payment of guaranteed minimum wages,

GORAKHPUR FIRING:

This convention of the AITUC expresses its horror at the way police 
resorted to firing gainst Gorakhpur railway' employees who were peace
fully demonstrating against the coming retrenchment of hundreds of 
clerks, conveys its deep heart felt sympathy to the families of the 
killed railway employees and those who were -wounded, congratulates 
therailway workers, clerks and others who instead of being caved 
by police terror united stood a gainst the combined strength of the 
police. Railway authorities and the disruptive agents of the 
authorities and fully s upports the demands ofrailway workers namely: 
(i) an independent enquiry into the firing, (ii) Compensation for 
the families of the deg/d and wounded railwaymen, (iii) no punishment 
or victimisation of any railway employee in anyf orm, (iv) security 
of service for all, (v) a suitable memorial for the martyrs.

RESOLUTION. ON COAL MINING: ‘ ' ■

1. The coal miners of India have traditionally been and of the most 
sweated section of the Indian working classy With the onset of the 
slump the coal miners are being threatened with f urther hardships and 
misery. '

2. The conciliation Board Award of May 1947 for the Bengal and Bihar 
coal fields and the later awards on the same lines for the other 
coal fields of India gave certain concessions to the coal workers. 
But the shamelessly inadequate character of the Award can be judged 
from the fact that it assured the coal-cutter a monthly earning of 
Es.40/8/-, including dearness allowance, cash allowance and cost 
value of the much boosted quarter seer of free-rice per day. And 
this is under conditions of normal employment. This Convention
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of the AITUC considers that the conciliation Board not only flou
ted the internationally recognised principle that the miners should 
be assured of an earning higher than what is enjoyed by the average 
factory workers, but it recommended a rate of wages that is shockingly 
lower than that of the factory workers in the major industries.

3«- Several concessions recommended by the said Conciliation Board 
on illusory e.g. bonus of three months basic wa^es, leavewith pay, 
railway fare for going home and back etc. because they were hedged 
round .with conditions of a high percentage of attendance and non
participation in illegal strikes. Ag a result it has been dif
ficult for most of the miners, trenchers and loaders who constitute 
overwhelming majority of the mine workers to receive these conces
sions. And on top of it all it has added a new fetter on the 
ri^ht to strike.

4. The convention notes that the colliery owners have never implemented 
some of the r ecommendations of the Conciliation Board uptil now e,g» 
introduction of grade system for time-rated workers, supply of dress 
and boots etc. During the last 3 years many other concessions have 
been withdrawn and non-implementation of the recommendation of the 
C.B. award has increased. Thus food rations at concession rates 
to the dependents of miners who come f rom the high burning villages 
has been stopped, supply of full weeks ration has been made condi
tional on four days attendance at best aid extra payment for load 
and lift, allowance for involuntary unemployment etc. have been 
virtually stopped.

5. The condition of the miners have deteriorated further due to two 
other factors. The increase in the cost of living since May 1947 has 
virtually negated the small increase that was provided for under 
the C.B. award. And secondly, these has been an enormous increase 
in under-employment on account of a great increase in the number of 
workers in the post-war years. While the output of coal has gone up 
in 1951 by 37^ over 1939> the number of coal workers has increased 
by 70/o in the same period. As a result the earnings of the piece
rated workers, who constitute overwhelming majority of the mine 
workers, has gone down drastically. Miners are earning today much 
less, than even Rs.4O/B/- per month which they could earn only under 

conditions of ful employment.

6. Increase in the output of coal which alone can cure the evil of 
under employment, is not being done, firstly, because even nowthe 
shortage of wagons contues and seconldy, there is little scope for 
a developing market for coal due to absence of industrial d evelop- 
ment of the countryl Kather the slump is threatening the miners 
with under-employment and retrenchment in a big way.

7. The employers are victimising the trade union militants viciously 
so that no organised resistence against their attacks may be possible. 
Hundres of coal workers have been victimised due to normal trade 
union activity.

8. While the condition of the coal workers has been thus worsening, 
the government, instead of taking any steps to protect the 
workers, has accepted the demand of the employers as viwed through 
the working Party in Coal (Sept.1951) for further attacks against the 
coal miners. By recommending the linking up of the facilities of bonus, 
cash allowance, grain shop concessions on unit of production instead 
of on unit of as in the present practice, the working party
has sought to whittle down the existing concessions further.

9. While conditions of under-employment and palying off are general 
among the miners, the problem if particularly acute in the case.of 
miners employed by the Indian owners and the government collieries, 
because the Railway Board and the coal Commissioners organisation 
favours the British owned collieires in respect of loco orders and
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allotment of wagons at the cost of the Indian owned collieries and 
the Hailway collieries. This convention urgest hat the supply of 
wagons to these collieires should be increased.

10. In ivew of the present state of under-employment and apprehen
sion of retrenchment, the miners have a genuined fear that the 
recent measures of the government in the interest of conservation 
of metallurgical coal might afford a handle to the employers, parti
cularly the British could have- a virtual monopoly in respect of pro
duction of metallurgical coal, the car^y on retrenchment, of Lhe 
workers in the name of conservation.

11. The convention considers that while conservation of metallurgi
cal coal is necessary in the interest of the nation, there is no 
reason why it should lead to retrenchment. It should be a question 
of replacing one sort of coal by another without any retrenchment 
of w orkers.

•12. It is the considered opinion of this convention that the recent 
stowing (conservation) Act of the government of India leaves plenty 
of loopeholes for the British coal companies to defeat t he policy 
of conservation and does not make any provision for dealing with that 
in cast they decide to close down their mines all of a sudden. Nor 
does the Act afford any protection to the miners against retrenchment 
on the plea of conservation,

13. In iiew of all this, the convention urges upon the unionsaffili- 
ated to the AITUC to develop a united movement of the coil miners 
of India behind the following slogans.

(a) Restoration of Conciliation Board concessions that have been 
withdrawn as implementation of all such concessions.

(b) Restoration of grain concessions to all workers and their 
dependents without any condition regarding attendance as 
before.

(c) Payment of bonus, Railway fare etc. to the made conditions 
on attendance or non-participation in strikes, one fourth of 
the annual earning should be paid to all workers.

(d) A new conciliation Board in order to review the wage rates, 
D.A. in order to bring the earnings of the miners abreast 
of the workers in other major industries and in order to

. compensate for the rise in the cost of living.
(e) In case of involuntary unemployment an accent of shortage 

of wagons the miners should be paid, a minimum of half the 
basic wage and full D.A.

(f) Leave with pay should be increased to 3 weeks for weekly 
paid workers.

(g) Provisions of the government of India Provident Fund Act 
of 1952 be extended to the coal industry.

(h) No retrenchment
(i) Reinstatement of all victimised workers
(j) Withdrawal of all cases against all T.U. militants.
(k) Implementation of conservation scheme should be done through 

a tripartite committee with representatives of the v/orkers 
and no retrenchment should t ake place in the plea of con
servation.



DEFENCE OF CASES UNDER TRIAL, DETENUES AND THOSE SENTENCED.

The repression launched by the government against the militant trade 
unionists and Nisan workers raised the problem of defence of those 
who were implicated in-cases.

The most notable were the cases of the Telangana comrades who were 
accused of murder, dacoity, arson etc. Many were sentenced to death 
but some of the sentences were commuted.

Besides Telangana there were cases all through the country.

A defence Committee for Telangana had been formed under the auspices 
of the AITUC and it had collected some funds for defence*

At the .end of.1950, this Committee was left devoid of funds and colle
ctions in the country had practically fallen off. At this juncture, we 
appealed to the W.F.T.U. for aid and as most of the accused were workers 
and peasants the WFTU rendered help. It enabled us to invite. Mr. D.N.' 
Pritt to argue.some cases before the Supreme Court, Mr. Pritt’s assist
ance was a great help in organising defence. •.

The other cases also demanded serious attention. In the Tamilnad " ’ ’ 
especially hundreds of workers, peasants middle class intellectuals k 
standing by them had been implicated by the police in conspiracy cases. 
There were the Madura and Ramnad cases, Salem cases, Trichi Conspiracy 
case, Edapally case and so on.

In'Maharashtra there were cases in Ahmednagar and Thana. • • -J '

In U.P. there was the Ballia Case.

In East ^engal cases instituted before partition required our attention. 
There was the Lakdroip case and the Manipur case.

Besides this occassional cases arose from strike struggles as the case 
of Allen. Bury Company and the case of Gwalior, where one person was 
sentenced to death. • • - •

In these cases, the- democratic minded lawyers rendered great help. Many 
who engaged in the defence themselves were arrested and threatened. But 
they held on to the cause of defending the victims of the wrath of the 
Congress Government.

many of these c ases are still pending a nd government refuses to withdraw 
-■< them. ' ' " . .

The Allowing is the list of cases which have been rendered help by the 
W.F.T.U.

1 . Telangana cases (400)
2. Trichy Conspiracy case (135)
3. Tinnevelly Conspiracy case (91)
4. Ramnad Conspiracy case (65)
5. Madura Cases • ■
6. Coimbatore cases
7. Edapally conspiracy case.
8. Ballia Case ■
9. ^anipur Conspiracy case
10. Kakdwip Consp. case.
11 . Salem.Conspiracy Case
12. uasik Prison Firing Case
13» Ahmednagar Case
14. East Dengal Case
15. Allen Bury nioting Case
16. Gwalior Mill' Riot Case.
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From July 1950 to May 1952 aid to the tune of Rs,20,000 (Twenty thousand) 
was given by the WFTU to the various cases through Defence Committees 
where they exist’ or through individual lawyers and defence organisers who 
have been selflessly conducting the defence for years.

o
The need to defend workers and peasants, who a re victims of prosecutions., 
a large number of democratic minded lawyers is required. Formerly a part 
of t his work was inspired by the Civil Liberties Union, Well known con
spiracy cases have also inspired many lawyers to take up the work of 
defence as a matter of their duty towards democracy. Lome of the lawyers 
who have helped do not agree even remotely or sympathise with the political 
views of the accused. There have been lawyers, who have helped to defend 
the c ases with the simple and straight forward idea of helping workers and 
peasants who have no means to defend themselves against the well-paid 
lawyers of the State.

There is need for an organisation that will collect this fund of goodwill 
and put it at the service of the working-class and the oppressed. In some 
.places, organisations of Democratic lawyers have sprung up. But this work 

■■'■requires to be co-ordinated on all-India scale.,.

History tells us that when the class-struggle becomes acute, the bourgeoisie 
gives up even the sembalnce of administering "justice". In America in the 
celebrated coses in which well-known democrats, communists and militant 
trade union leaders were prosecuted, the American Judges went to the len
gth of sentencing even the lawyers, who defended the accused for their 
fearless defence in the Court. In India, too, lawyers, who appear in our 
cases are dogged by the Police and sometimes even detained under the 
Preventive Detention Act. '

There was a time, when in the famous Cawnpore Communist Conspiracy case 
of 1924 and the Meerut Conspiracy Case of 1929-33, the defence of the 33 
accused, among whom there was 20 Communists, was taken up by Pt. Motilal 
Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru, Tej Bahadur Sapru, Nr. Chagla, now Chief Justice 

- ■•of the Bombay High Court, Dr. Katju, now the Home Minister of the Govern
ment of India. These cases were launched by the British Government in 
order to smash the T.U. movement and the growth of the ideology of 
Locialism-Communism., Even ideology then was sought to be made punishable 4 
The mere mention of the wor .d class-struggle in speeches was hauled up 
under section 153A though this section was never enacted to deal with 
such cases. And the defenders in those days did their job very well.

, But now they themselves have bl«one the ruling class and have turned into 
prosecutors, instead of defenders of the working class and its struggles 
for freedom and better living.

Another responsibility in these cases, apart from defence is to provide 
relief to the families of the persecuted and to the prisoners themselves* 
Thre gr^t^st weapon of the government in breaking the spirit of the 
prisoners is to starve them of literature. Supply of literature to priso
ners requires funds and organisation.

It is the task of the trade unions to undertake this work, v*e cannot let 
our fighters go undefended or uncared for.

At present, Com. C.A. Balan of the Coimbatore case is under sentence of 
death . From Gwalior comes the case of ^ho has also been sentenced to death, 
a campaign for the commutation of the death sentences has been organised 
and has to be developed further.

It is a regrettable fact that though there is need to organise defence of 
these cases a ndemprignsare necessary for the purpose, those in charge of 
defence do not send any reports to the AITUC about the cases. In many ceses, 
we do not know what the accused are, how many, wh?t class etc. We do not
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know the charges, nor the circumstances of thecase. The reports of 
some cases have to be gathered from the reports of court proceedings _ 
appearing in the press. We have tried to collect some information, 
but it is not at all full. $he AITUC wanted to bring out a booklet 
giving the history of cases we have defended, the way in which gover- 
ment prosecuted the T.U. workers and in manyc ases failed to substan
tiate the charges.

In the recent past many of our lawyers have done great work in raising 
fundamental issues before the courts and have shown how the bureaucracy 
in violation of its own Constitution and its own principles of bour
geois justice and laws has deprived hundres of citizens of the country 
of their personal liberty and clapped them in Jail. The s tory of the 
fight for personal freedom, legalisation of unions and political 
parties end other organisations, carried on in the law courts, mainly 
by’democratic minded non-party lawyers and lawyers, who belong to the 
Party requires to be told. And a permanent organisation to sustain 
this struggle in the law courts for fundamental rights of citizens and 
specially of working-class and its organisation hrs to be built up.

kr.
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January 6, 1953

Mr. SEVA SINGH
General Secretary of the East 
Punjab Railway Workers’Union

Deliii - India

Dear Comrade,

This is to advise you on the following :
Our TUI will hold the International Trade Conference of 

Land and Air Transport Workers on 9-lo March 19 53 in Bratislava 
(Czechoslovakia). The Conference will have the following agenda :

1. Report on the activity of our TUI ;
2. Report oi the Finance Committee ;
3. Report of the preparatory Committee of the Amalgamation 

of our Trade Union International with the TUI of Seamen 
and Dockers.

After the winding up of our Conference, the TUI of Seamen and 
Dockers will hold in ’arch 11-12 their International Trade.

On March 14-19 will take place the Amalgamation Conference 
which is to discuss and adopt the Statutes and the programme of eco
nomic and social claims of the new Trade Union International. The 
Conference will determine its tasks for the defence of the workers’ 
vital interests, will elect the ruling bodies and fix the headquar
ters of the new TUI.

The plenary sessions of the Conference will be intermingled 
with reunions of various transport branches for elaborating program
mes of claims for separate categories of workers.

Greatly appreciating the struggle waged by your organization 
for improved living and working conditions and trade ’union and demo
cratic rights, we consider the participation of its representative 
to this Conference of great consequence.

We kindly ask your organization to do its best to participate 
in the Conference convened by our TUI and to the Amalgamation’ Confe
rence.

In case you accept our invitation, would you please acquaint 
us with trie name of your delegate and his passport number. We recom- 
mend him to go through Vienna (Austria) which is in the very proxi
mity of Bratislava and where trie formalities for Czechoslovakia can 
also be made.

Accept please dear comrade, our trade union greetings and 
best wishes.

Prat e in a 1 ly yo urs, 
S t e 1 iarOp rar u

GEE ERA B? ^^CRETA 3T



lie Chief Minister,
Delhi State Gcvernment, Delhi

January 7, 1953,

Dear Sir, • ' '

L LCHAxiTEh DEMANDS QX THE
VARIOUS TRADUNIONS nLDELHI^ STATE

I. FOR TEE
EXISTip* INDUSTRIAL AND LABOUR LEG-ISLATION.

1. REGISTEATIOIT, REOQGNIT ION, VORKS COMMIT TEES , ADEGUA IE A1O EFFICIENT CO WLIA^D'ET 
MACHINERY; ------------------ x—’----- *“~

(a) Registration;

At present no proper arrangements exists for the r gistratio.n ^f n-*w Trade 
Unions, In fact the proc dur-’ ad^pt d by the Stat'- in this r-spoct is toe cumb *rsome. 
It takes months tog^th r to r gist r a Union, This l^ads us t? th-* only in v it ah In 
conclusion that not only th* D. *partment is und *r-staffed hut is .also in*ffici*nt. It 
is our everyday, experience that thy names of the Union© 'fficials ar* invariably dis
closed to the employer before r gistration. This* 1 nds to mass seal -* victimization and 
defeats the v ry purpe s*. of the Trade Union Law, -W>, th*r*f-r *, demand that;-

( i) the D -partment be forbidden from di.se! sing the names o-f-the Union 
officials and activ* workers, b if pre ,r- gist rat in of ’th* Union, ;

(ii) A timelimit b^ fix**d beyond which .Registration should not bu delay-d 
under any circumstances. •’ * * . • . ■

(b) Recogniti^n; ■

Th* qu.-stion of th* r c?gniti n of Trade Uni ns is a-fundamental right of the 
workers. If the right to < rganisati-n and associate n is grant >d under th1 Constitution 
Of' Iniia, then the - mploy -rs must b ? compel! d t~ r-'cognis ■ and pay due h d to such 
organisations as th'" Workers have built up in ---rd-r to b * a coll -ctive spokesman and 
organised their Trade Unions for th? purpos- s curing r dr ss of th--ir demands.- 
■This d-mand rises’ in an r cut * form b -cause..of-th attitud. of th* -mplo.r*r.s firstly 
of r fusing to r -cognize th: exist-nc^ of such -pgaa isati'* n of th.--. worker-*condly 
of foistering and trying t build up rival puppet . rad- Union' organ! sat ions and thirdly 
of using various forms of iutimidati n an^ pr-ssur- to come >1 th-ir workers to abandon 
the genuine Trad ? Union ' rganisati^ ns and curr-*y—favour with the - *mpl^yers by joining 
puppet o rganisations, etc. The work rs wish t - mnk • it categorically cl or that it is 
not ither th* right or function of the employer t/ decide which organisation he will 
r 'cognise or not. Once it is 'pr?v d that a majority of the workers in a particular 
establishment hav * form d into-an rganisati-n that must b • r-c-gnizd-. This 
further the caus * °f industrial -p*ace by making it possibl * for the r *pr *sentat 'iv *s 
of th?. organ i sat ions to’.deal swiftly with Various ur? nt d -mands that might aris-* 
fr-m tim-* to time; to n- gotiau- with the employer on’a fo ting of ^quality and cuttle 
such issues without their b -irg allow d to br-ak'eut- in th form ef direct c-.nflict 
with the employers and th * /•mployoes. It is, therefor.*, demanded that th** Government 
should pass such an -*nactim nt so as to fore * th employer for according r *cr-’niti- n 
t- th? Trade Unions or the an *ndment of 1947 t th* Trad* Uni-n Act of 1326 which is 
not in fore * be *nforced. It will b * useful to mmti-n that th*r * ar - provisions for 
recognition in the Bombay Industrial Relation® Act,

( c) Wo rk s Co mm it t ->* s:

Although th..* Industrial Dispute Act, 1947 provides'for th* Warks Committees 
yet the same do not exist in most of the establishments. From the p~int of vi^w of 
Industry or a ck'-ncern and the ■./■c-rk->rs such a machinery is n t only d -sirabl ■ but als 
necessary t< ,s- ttl<^ day to day grievances 'f the- w rk-rs and in th* r -at.er int rest 
of th* Industrial peace, We, therefor,?, demand tbit Government should est^blxsh 
under Its sup-rvisl n the Works Commit tons or Whitley Councils with an ^eploye- M 

it s Chairman. • . -

; (d) Ad-pquat ■* and Efficient Conciliati n;

Although in nam-* sake th*r.- 
»*fficient Conciliation Machinery.

is a Conciliation Officer but th-r * is nc 
For months together the Alsput**s r *main pending 

with th?.,,
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with the Cnciliation Officer wh^ has been allotted other duties as w-11. The Judgement 
dat r^d 12th December, 1952 of the Supr‘me Court o.f India in th" c- s' of certain colliers 
should be an eye opener to the Government. The 0' nciliati^n Off icer must try t-> settle 
the d ispute within a fortnight under the law and m chs<? of a failure in settling the 
dispute the Conciliation Officer must submit its report to th? appropriate Government 
within the scheduled time. It is, therefore, demanded that- a s-oparate officer of the 
Conciliation Officer may please be set up and the w/.r should be carried in Hindustani 
so that the workers may also follow and und rstand the proco idings.

It is further demanded, that the function of the Labour Department requires 
complete overhauling. The present staff for the enf.-rcemeri of the’Labour Law is most 
adequate. We demand that inclusive of th; full time Conciliati n Officer then-' should 
be an addition in number of Inspectors for payment of Wages Act, Shop and Commercial 
Establishment Ac^, Minimum Wages Act, etc. The Inspectors should b feasily available 
to the'aggrieved workers. For this a Commit tee be set up which should submit its 
recommendations* . •

2 . ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH AND STATE EMI LOW?-NT INSU-1ANCE SCHEMES,- LABOUR
EX CHAN GE SY ST EM, EQUAL REF RESENT A T10 N OF T HE WORKERS ON THESE ADMINISTRAT IONS’ ----- j-------—-------------------------

(a) proper Administration of Employees St -it a Insurance Scheme;

The manhep in which the scheme is run at present instead of bringing any good 
to the workers has become a constant source of agitati n among them. The’chief reason 
lies in the way it is administered by the bureaucracy, who take up every coinplaint of 
the workers in a light way and deal them in tie official routine manner involving 
considerable delay. In order to dispose of the claim and complaints quickly it is 
"sspntial that workers who pay for it she uld be given a hand in its administration. 
Many mal-practices have creeped into tie scheme, it therefore become essential that 
provisions of the section 25 of the A®t Ln immediately impleuvnt -•’d by forming local 
Committees and local medical benefit i?uncils on which representatives of the workers 
nominated, by their Trade Unions be appointed, Besides, a Standing Committee at all 
levels be appointed to look into tie day to day affairs of. th; schema as is envisaged 
in section 18 of the Act.

(b) Labour Exchange; ‘

The present facility under the Employment Exchanges are good for nothing. The 
decasualisat io n scheme as is in operation in the State of Bombay, providing special 
separate facilities to the workers in different industries be also introduced in Delhi 
State for every industry and tie administration of the same bo entrusted t > th? Inions 
of the workers where such Unions exist or the representative of the workers,

3 ♦' NO DISCRIMINATION IN THE REFRESH-TAT ION;

The present discriminatory policy of th? Government in giving representation 
on various Boards and Committees is based on political consideration. The representa
tion should be based solely on the representative character of the -organ!satio ns. The 
workers strongly condemn the favourable treatment given to the Indian Nat! ual Trade 
Union Congress which does not represent any section of the workers in Delhi and at the 
same time ignoring All India Trade Ui^Lon Congress which represents a c; nsiderable 
section of the workers and demand that representatives of the All India Trade Uni >n 
Congress should be taken on all such Committees and Boards.

11, NEW I W^TRI_AL^O LABOUR LEGISLATION

4 RECRUITMENT, PRO'MCTIONS, CONFIRMATION OF TBIFQRARY HAND 3 AND _TgS Ii<-aOVn{±RT 

IN THE STANDING ORDERS: 
* ••

(a) ruit merit;
*

All the workers shall only be recruited in tie lower grade. No probationer 
can be appointed without pay or at a pay less than the graded pay. In no case shall 
th? period of probation exceed 3 months. There should be no direct .recruitment in 
th? upper grades, D^ily wage systeip and work charge syst rja should be abolished. 
Workers who have already been retrenched shouLd.be given t h?. preferen ce_ in the 
recruitment, - .■ ■ -

(b) Fromot ion;

shouLd.be
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(b) promo tipn;

Thera should lx? no 
post, All the vacancies in 
the lower grades respective, 
have priority:

r -e’i-u-c ion fo. promotion of a worker to any gr^de or 
the upper grades shall he filled in by promot io n fro m 

ly« Por promotions the following qualifications shall

(i) Seniority;
( ii; Efficiency and 

(ili) Skill,

xhe practice 01 filling the vacancies in. the upper grades by impnrting new 
staff should be totally chopped, Rules should be made so as to prevent favourtism 
in the making of promotions and filling of -g~a vacancies.

(e) Conf irmat ion of Tempo re : y hands:

No workcsr should be employed as a temporary hand except for a work which is 
definitely of a casual nature and ig not likely to ex eed 3 months. All the workers 
and employees who have already put in more than three months of service should be 
confirmed immediately,,

(d) standing Ordere-

Standing Orders phouJd bo framed in consultation with the Trade Unions. 
Standing Orders shall include int er alia the following;

The

1. The date of confirmation shall alwayc meiui the date on which the worker 
joins the establishment.

2» Poet necessitating the emp? jyment of a person with the breaks of service 
in the year riant be taken as permanent post,

3, No disciplinary action shall be taken against any worker without proper 
obarge-cleet arid an impartial enquiry jointly by the Trade Union and the 
employ ex's#

4. Due compensation on the basis of Workmen's Cur-gnsat ion Act shall be paid 
to the worker® for e-ny injury while on duty,

6. Workers shall be paid full pay and allowances and other emolum^n^ during 
the period of a ..justiciable strike.

G, No rights of any worker Ghall be altered to ths prejudice of the worker 
concerned,

7, All the workers shnll be entitled to full pay and other benefits during 
the psziod of suspension*

ft. All the leaves such ae casual, sick privilege; Quarantine ant. maternity 
leave should be granted with pay. Officebearers and active workers of 
the Union shall be granted special leaves of three weeks w.’thpay in a 
year for Trade Union ac* Ivitiec on the recommendation of the Union 
concerned. 
Leaves should be granted w’ on asked for,

D. Due increments should regularly be granted*
lfl. No worker should be vic time Led in ary manner due to his Trade Union 

activities.;
11. Changes in the Standing Order a can be made only in consultation with and 

the approval of ths Trade Union.

q, DELHI SHOULD BE DS/LA3SD AS QLACS CITY:

The statistics
Subramanian, 
Government.

Statistic
san b* found in the report (published in 104&) of Mr. S. 
'in in the office of the Economic Adviser to the Central

The enquiry v c undertaken primarily with a view go enabling the Govern—
ment to help their employees by ; 
sary, In ths first places it is 
to be an expert Gtat 1 stfeian who 
in his report he has sta.ed ts t

p r o v id i ng ad e qua' e relief to them as and when neces—
o -remember'd that Mr. 
bOcTi working at Earns?

Sutra Iranian is well-known 
Budget s for years; and

.e accented for detailed investigation only those

budgets which he con^idevfed wholly rp:\ tfbh budgets numbering 6,198 and that
personal contacts were 
income limit was fixed

iSd with some of the -oersons se?tcted9 The upperu
>7 -r-,; r month, the total number of employees falling

within such limits b*-’ing .mu-c. 
thereafter the probe! m of cm o

t o be of t he ord1

had an equal chance of oe 
a vary detailed list ci x

included

of several hundred thousands, 
,ndom sample in which each family 

tackled by the lottery methods''. Secondly, 
orination was to bo supplied was furnished.

to each employee..........
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to each employees selected and after the information was supplied the items of income 
and expenditure were m each case subject to careful examination* the expenditure items 
being particularly checked against the prevailing retail prices and the available consum
ption figures in respect of cereals, etc. Thirdly, it is the best report as compared 
with tint of the Bau Court of Enquiry or Mr. Justice Rajadhyaksha1 * (ill) d Enquiry in connection 
with the Posts and Telegraphs Department of the Central Government as ths main source 
from which costs can be ascertained; is at present Mr. Subramanian1 o report which is 
based on investigations relating to the period November, 1945 to August, 1946. Fourthly, 
the All India Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) Bombay constituted by the Government 
of Iniia vide Extrao rd irary Gazette dated 13th June, 1949 discussed this point of 
Classification of areas elab_rately in their Award published in the Gazette of India 
Extraordinary (Fart II Section 3) dated 12th August, 1950 and thought that they must 
proceed on the assumption that Mr. Subramanian’s Report on the whole furnishes valuable 
material on which subject to the test furnishfid by other Awards and investigations, they 
could base their conclusion. Fifthly, from Mr. Subramanian’s Report we get figures 
of the average monthly expenditure and average monthly concessions per family in the 
different cities and areas of India*

(1) Compile the cost of living Ind*x.. based on fresh enquiry for vhieh a 
Committee should be appointed including the representatives of t.a workers.

(11J Determine fair wagea of the workers In Delhi;
(ill) Determine to what extant the Dearncas Allowance should be neutralised in 

the Basic Fay,

7. INDUSTRIAL AN? LABOUR LEGISLATION TO BE EaTWjED TO THE FUSTIC SERVANTS;

The doemstic servants are most n-»gl-‘Cted of the woxkers. They have to serve 
and exist at the capricious will of the master who more often torments than appeases 
them in order to extract maximum work. They have without an exception to work for 
more than 18 h urs a day at th? cost of thexr health, happiness and human living. It 
ll OBBflntlal for the better development of society that an enactment be passed regu
lating and governing tha condition! of ihfvicc of this Category of woikoxs.

From all these figures the Hon’ble All India Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) 
held that the most expensive places are Bombay, Delhi and Calcutta. Out of the three 
members of the Tribunal one Shri K.C.Sen, Retired Judge of Bombay High Court, is at 
present the Chairman of the Inductrial Court, Bombay, second Shri J.N.Masumdar, Retired 
Judge of Calcutta Hi^h Court, is at present Chairman of the Appellate Tribunal of India 
and the third Shri Chandrasekhara Ayyar, Retired Judge of Madras High Court, is at 
present the Judge of Serene Court of India.

The Bank Employees in Delhi are getting the benefits and privileges of KA* 
Class City since February, 195C» The employer after the award of the said Tribunal 
being declared void by the Supreme Court of India on 9th April, 19 51 wanted to derive 
the employees from this benefit but as a result of India-wide agitation of the Bank 
employees the Government of India passed an enactment freezing th? salary and allowance 
of the employees.

The Reserve Bank of India was adamant to give th? benefits and privileges of 
"A Class City to its employees in Delhi bUi as a result of an agitation by the employe
es of the said Bank the Reserve Bank of India ha% also extended to its employees the 
benefits and privileges of "A” Class City in Delhi since 195'\

From the above it is now a well-established fact that Delhi is an :?A;’ Class 
City and a section of the employees la getting the benefits and privilege# of an ”a* 
Class City for the last three years, It is, therefore, demacded that Delhi should be 
declared ha* Claes City and all the benefits and privileges of an CiasB City be
extended to all the workers, . * »

WAGE BOW, COST OF LIVING INDM WTO FIXATION OF FAIR WAGE AIT,
NEUTRALISATION OF DURNESS ALLOWANCES IF THE BAsH

The present method of compiling cost of living Index is both out of date, in- 
complete an! misleading. The workers of Delhi demand that a Standing Wago Boaxd be 
Constituted to which all the es«06s of wage disputes bo referred, It should-have the 
power to;

6, WI $KD RA WAL OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES ORDINANCES^
The workers of Delhi consider such ordinances as an attack on their fundamental 

right to strike, which is guaranteed under ths Constitution of India, Tha diserto a- 
, t iqn bet ween........

“ ■" ) , ±51 and I4&
) , 227 and 222* gee pages 60 and f4 (CaTcutt^ anT"7E J mb ay,See pages 60 ana ^uaicwxaj, oo ana ro (Bombay), 128

(Bengal and Assam), 182 and 177 (Bombay State), 204 and 199 (Madras ^Utc) 
flunjat) 259 and 254 (Uttar fradesh) ,282 and 277(Sihar and Orissa), 304 and 2.9 
(Madhya yradesh) »



tion between easyntial end nonr-ecsent *al services is an undentcrat ic aixl at- th' same 
tlma assumes that workers are irresponsible and do not understand a duty towards thp 
community,

9- 2380095^ J\-d ELSIES Of' JQHW.S;

^-eiy worker sh^ll ce entitled co free medical aid for himself and his l^pendmts 
Such, medical aid include all expanses, of cpdluaJ or surgical facilities, supply or 
procur-'m *n t of med :.cine; tac ctnG> s ira or other th exaput io substancest acsommodat ion in 
the hospitals* tiave.iling exp--nsc-s„ either by the patient or the authorised aoclor, etc* 
etc* Th-, doctor shall be a r.gtsterpd medical practitinu* or a op 'cial uf t if n >ed be*

The demand is self explanatory and all that needs to be sail at this singe is 
to point out hc-w expensive r normal medical treatment has become,, Further. the 
incidents of diseases o* Long duration r -•eding fairly expensive treatment has be«n on 
the increase as far as Ghe worker s ar- concerned., In almost every indue i-rial ostaolish- 
me nt there arc* a few workers who contract Tuberc iloa is * 

10.

R; trenchm^i. closux -s and lock-outs are imp diments variously Imposed by rhe 
employer to undo the wovkexs fundamental rights to employment guaranteed under the 
Conceitutionn Not only that th* Cov^riiment* has miserably fail4-'! so far to ca^ry out the 
responsibility de-ziooing upon it on a.3ccmn>; oi such a guarantee but 1*. has quiue naively 
and willfully »v uomaged the employer m ;;hiij reepeci,

Unemployment in whatever shape 1g uom-'s aid however snort and trans it oxy it may 
be puts th? worker in a miserable plight* He is forced w slarga. All such cIosufps, 
lock-outs apd r -ci ^nunm* nts are mntivat xi more primarily not to «'-ff^cc economy in the 
interest of the industry hot to> victimize chp worker. dirupt and frustrate his class 
solidarity simlL aneously to pass uh 1 brunt of the pt.*s«nt economic crisis which is 
starring ths employer right in ih face, on -o the shoulders of the worker. and pile 
up more prof it st This stat- of afiuxs are most hostile to and would undoubtedly 
frustia. e and defeat all efforts on th pare of ube Government to plan and jmprWe the 
economy of tte country* It would - -jxlalnly u.nr.1 jie Government of India's most ;'vocl- 
ferously ; ropayatedY mast er-.pi'c® Jh ve •! ear Plan, While advocat ing labour cor. serd- 
ptions ths (< vernm mt can ill •-aff o rd simultannousl y to encourage tn-1 employer vo pel— 
petrate the vilest of brutal it'es on tae workers* Labour once ‘lost U lost fox ever* 
We, therefore, rightly and Justly in the first place demand of the ocv-r»a; co order 
a total ban against ret?enenment- closures. and lock-outs and to curry ouc the irder 
str J ctlyc

<fe xuri.xer decni xiac ajl such closur ;Sf l.ock>outs be fully mpensat^d for 
and the retr-ncheath_ workers xc*-Aiployei.. We demand full compooaatlea for th-.-* involun- 
t ary un-mploym-eit - ar i Icul arly for the r- o nt closure in the Birla Mills. Strike of the 
Textile workers in the Del nd Cl o-h Mills and -tnoz closur s3

11, GATIN': IP Q.F A LAW~R GOCRTs '

In Industna.l bdit’-mG the mcg lad I*5
between the employer and rh. 
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not yet hr gun to appreu iat 
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or
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claee of every country salutes on *MAY DAY* the peoples of the world, in the spirit of 
International Solidarity and. comradeship. It is not the first time that the labouring 
classes in Delhi hare raised their collective voice for a public holiday on the FIRST OF 
MAY. Its significance lies in the fact that this is the first and only international 
labour day. It belongs to the working class. The working class like other s^cto and 
factions has a right to celebrate its festivals unhampered and the denial of this right 
would be the most undemocratic act on the part of the ' Government.

We demand that the Government should immediately declare the FIRST OF MAY as a 
public gazetted holiday and rescind its previous orders hereunder the workers can cele
brate the May Day only if they agree to work on any other day,

16, C 0 0 HAI I 0 g?

The workers of Delhi feel that without radical adminstrative change no real 
advance of the residents of Delhi is possible. The present diarchy system of Government 
must be put an end to. Involving considerable wastage of public fund. We consider that 
the demand of Delhi citizen for a fulL-pledged Corporation doing away with the present 
Assembly and various Municipal Committees and Boards, The demand for a Coiporati n - ol— 
fillo the democratic aspirations of the people of Delhi and is the only jus- and practical 
solution of the issue,

17. CHEAP TRANSPORT;

The present Transport facilities are both inadeauate and dear. Delhi has expanded 
enormously in the recent years and many sat elite towns have grown up. It should be the 
first duty of the Government to provide cheap and f reQue nt Transport facilities to the 
citizens of Delhi.

Yours faithfully,

NAME OF THE UNION, OFFICE. S I G I A TURES

1. Textile Mazdoor Sabha (Bpd Flag)

2, Textile Mazdoor Sangh.

3, petroleum Workers Union

4, Delhi Minclpal Workers Union,

S, Delhi Building Xaramcla. ri Union,

6. Hbleery Workers* Union.

7. Delhi Motor Drivers and Cleaners Union,

8. Engineering Mazdoor Union,

9, Insurance Employees Federation.

It. Spencer1 s Employees Union.

11, D, T. S, Workers1 Union.

12. Union of Bosts and Telegraph Workers.

13. Delhi State Electricity Workers* Union.

14, Delhi State Electricity Karamchari Union,

15. I, N. A. Workers* Union.

16, Bunjab National Bank Employees Union,

17, Bank of Bikaner Employees Union.

18. National Bank of India Employees Union,

19. Reserve Bank of India Employees 
Association.
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name of the union, ’ office

20. Be serve Bank of India ttDw Claes 
Employees Union,

21. National Bank of Lahore Employee® Union.

22. United Bank of India Employee® Union,

23. C. P. W. D. Worker®* Union*

24. Hotel Worker®* Union.-

25. Indian Coffee Board Labour Union, ..
26. Flour Mill®.Worker®* Union. ' :7 ‘ t:

27.

28. I. C. A. B, Worker®* Union.

29, Lak ah mi Insurance Employees Union,

30. Cement and Pipe Worker®* Union.r ‘ •• ... ■ , r : t
■■ ■ • - ' M •_

51, Kapra Thela Mazdoor Sangh.

J3» Charteered Bank of India^ Australiaf

J2. Kapra Sharmjivi Sangh.



Phone s 40288
THE^UNION JOF _ POST AND. TELEGRAPH WORKERS

(CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS)

62, Regal Buildings, 
NEW DELHIo

No.G/CGU(Fedx)/189

Important

12th January, 1953.

PRTANT.

Dear Colleague.;

I trust that you are in receipt of my circular dated 
20-11-52 emphasising the need for setting up a central organisation 
of Central Government Employees’ Unions and Associations with a 
view to co-ordinate and concert activities for our betterment.

A few important problems are looming large, 'The Unions 
and Associations have been directed by Government to eject non
employees from office-bearership. This has created a delicate 
situation for many Unions and Associations, The question of up
grading Delhi and Nevi Delhi as an ”A” else station does not appear 
to have received serious attention. It is understood that during 
the next session of Parliament, labour legislation will be introduced. 
One does not know what will be the pattern of the law which shall 
apply to Government Servants. I need hardly refer to such problems 
as the Gadgil Committee’s Report, housing, fixation of pay of War 
Service candidates, re-organisation of Secretariat Sergices, etc.

There are no two opinions in regard to the imperative 
need for setting up a suitable machinery to speak with one voice 
on behalf of all Government Employees. To consider how best we 
nay proceed further in the matter, I am convening a meeting of 
Central Government Employees' Unions and Associations on Saturday 
the 17th instant at 2-30 P.K. at my office, I shall be thankful 
if you will kindly depute representatives of your Union/Association 
and thus ensure that our individual efforts are canalised into 
fruitful and constructive channels of joint activity for progress 
and advancement.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter.

Thanking you and with greetings,

Yours fraternally,

SECRETARY-GENERAL.

To

The Honorary Secretary,
.Union/Association,

NEW DELHI/DELHI



TRADE UNION INTERNATIONAL OF LAND AND AIR 
TRANSPORT WORKERS (TD of the WFTU)

January 13, 1953

TO ALL AFFILIATED AND FRIENDLY ORGANIZATIONS !

Dear Comrades,

One of the main objectives that the World federation of Trade Unions 
has included even since its creation on its programme of straggle for 
the improvement of the working and living conditions of the working class, 
is to defend and improve Social Secarity.

Our Trade Union International has given and continue to give great 
importance to the projected International Conference for Social Security.

The report presented at the 3rd Session of the Administrative Com- 
^iV.ee rjeld in Bucharest in July 1952 and the resolution on Social Secu
rity recommended to our organizations the met ods and forms of action 
to be undertaken in view of preparing the International Conference for 
the defence, improvement and extension of Social Security.

The historic experience gained by the workers* movement of various 
countries for more than a century, clearly showed that the workers have 
not obtain any right without a staunch struggle, without having imposed 
themselves on the lawmakers of the respective countries and confronted 
them with the imperious need of meeting their legitimate claims. No right 
could be spontaneously obtained as a result of ’’social harmony” and 
’’good understanding” between the big capitalists and the broad masses 
living on their labour.

On the contrary each of the rights wrested by the workers is 
without exception the expression and the outcome of an endless series 
of hard struggles.

If at times the incessant struggles of the working class in va
rious capitalist, colonial and semi-colonial countries obliged the res
pective governments to endorse certain rights some of them concerning 
social security (at an inferior extent or not at all in the colonial 
countries) ; a complete and unitary system of social security rights is 
far from existing in these countries where the aim is to reduce the 
rights won in hard struggles after the second world war as a result of 
the policy of subordinating national economy for warlike aims and rear
mament to the detriment of the working people.

In the Soviet Union and the People’s Democracies where the working 
people have shaken off the imperialist yoke new perspective have opened 
before them for the realization of all the rights necessary for a plen
tiful and happy life.

We have several times informed you by means of circulars and 
letters that an International Conference for the defence, improvement 
and extension of Social Insurance and Social Security is being prepared. 
It is to take place in Vienna (Austria) on 2th - 6th March 1953*

Enclosed herewith you will find the draft programme elaborated by 
our Trade Union International. It has been made up of the data we have 
received and the suggestions and the proposals made by the workers of 
the four main branches of transport : rail, municipal, road and air 
transports.

We consider that as it contains most of the essential claims put 
forward by various categories and branches of transport it may be dis
cussed among the workers employed at depots, workshops, railway sta
tions, maintenance services, tele-communications, garages, tramways, 
underground lines, trolleybus, repair shops, distribution service, 
handling system, maintenance of way service, air lines, hangars, etc. 
at local and region levels. In this way, the points in which the trans
port workers are specially interested will be underlined and will lead

1.



to the elaboration of a national programme of claims in point of Social 
Security.

The convening of national Conferences will greatly help in the ela
boration of these national programmes. Such conferences have already 
been held in certain countries at local or regional levels. Others are 
being prepared and will take' place in the near future.

The decisions, resolutions and programmes of these Conferences are 
of great importance in the present period of preparation of the Interna
tional Conference for Social Security. This is why we ask you to inform 
us on the Conferences already held and on those which will be held. Ws 
kindly ask you to acquaint us with the results of these conferences which 
could help in the discussions to take place in other countries.

On the other hand we want to advise you that we should not limit 
our activity to only elaborate and discuss the programme.

We must also bear in mind the selection and appointment of the de
legates representing the land and air transport workers to the Interna
tional Conference of Vienna.

We recall that this Conference is opened to all those who are deal
ing with problems of Social Security in favour of transport workers of 
our branches ; there is no doubt that specialists in occupational di
seases, physicians, technicians, engineers would greatly help to the ela
boration of claims and the protection of the transport workers’ health.

We hope you will let us know your opinion on the draft programme 
making your contribution in amending it in view of the International Con
ference.

Awaiting your reply, accept please, dear comrades, our best trade 
union greetings.

Stelian Moraru
GENERAL SECRETARY

P.S. Enclosed you’ll find the preliminary draft programme drawn 
up by our TUI in point of claims of social security to serve 
you as a basis for the discussions and the meetings which you 
will organize. In this way you will make a contribution to 
its amendment on the basis of those problems specific to the 
respective countries and the various transport branches.

2.



TRADE UNION INTERNATIONAL OF LAND AND AIR 
TRANSPORT WORKERS (TD of the WFTU)

PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF THE GENERAL PROGRAMME

Principles of Social Security
1 .- An actual Social Secarity system shall be based on the obser

vance of a basic social right guaranteed by law to all human beings liv
ing on their labour.

Social Security shall guarantee social measures covering all risks 
without exception, e.g.: 

- sickness 
- maternity 
- old age 
- industrial accidents and occupational diseases 
- total and partial unemployment 
- death

Social Security shall also ensure holidays with pay and family 
allowances to the workers* In all these cases, Social Security shall 
ensure an adequate living standard for all the working people by means 
of allowances*

2 .- Social Security shall also ensure full free medical treatment 
for all the workers. The setting up of a national health scheme shall 
extend free medical assistance to the entire population*

3 *- Social security shall promote the application of a policy of 
sanitary and social prevention.

4 .- In the sphere of industrial accidents and occupational disease 
social security shall ensure :

- adoption of efficient preventive measures ;
- complete re-habilitation from injuries ;
- effective organization of re-training and professional 

re-adaptation with the guarantee of re-employment.
Social Security shall also be binding and guaranteed by law* 

It has to unify its structure and rhythm. All allowances shall be gran
ted regardless of race, nationality, religion, sex, age or profession. 
These allowances however should be unified bearing in mind the advantages 
acquired and the special situation of certain categories justifying the 
introduction of special provisions more favourable.

6.- Social Security shall not apply only to workers and em
ployers including agricultural workers, household staff, seasonal work
ers, agricultural workers, apprentices but also to farmers, artisans, 
students, scientists, artists, writers, men of liberal professions and 
self-employed workers. It'shall also cover the rights of their family 
dependants* This system shall also cover disabled persons, orphans (in 
charge of society) and their dependants*

7*- Taken as a whole, social security shall be financed by the 
State or the employers - or by both - according to the conditions of

1.



each country. No contribution shall be permitted from the wage-earners^ 
Wherever such contribution exist these must not be increased but on the 
contrary attempts should be made to reduce it having in view its thorough 
suppression.

8.- The administration of social security (except medical services 
and other technical services) shall be entrusted to representatives elec
ted by the insured. The trade unions shall be entrusted with the adminis
tration of systems covering workers and employees.

In all cases the workers* participation in the administration of 
social security schemes shall be increased especially by their election 
in the ruling bodies.

The administrative organization of social security must make 
a just and rapid regiementation of allowances.

Io•— The money allowances must be calculated progressively on the 
basis of the workers’ full wage with an ensured minimum to protect the 
low wage-earners. In all cases these benefits shall automatically follow 
the wage evolution.

11.- The right to social security for the workers changing their 
work place shall not be discontinued when he moves from one region to 
another no matter for how long.
Norms of social security

The following norms are suggested for discussion taking into ac
count that the superior results of such norms in a certain country 
should naturally be maintained and the social security improved.

1 .- Sickness
a) free medical treatment should be provided to the ensured popu

lation and their dependents during the entire duration of the 
illness and for as long afterwards as is necessary.

b) money benefits should be payable from the first day of illness 
for as long as the incapacity for work caused by the illness, 
continues - ’unless the worker has become eligible for disabi
lity benefit}

c) these benefits are to be calculated as a percentage of wages 
and to be adequate to ensure a satisfactory standard of living. 
They are to be paid in daily instalments ;

d) such daily benefits should be paid in the same way to working 
mothers obliged to stay away from work to look after sick 
children.

2 .“ Industrial accidents and occupational diseases
a) provision of free medical attention and medicines for as long 

as is necessary ;
b) rehabilitation and retraining for the job with a firm guarantee 

of re-employment ;
c) daily compensation during the period of treatment equal to the 

wages lost ;
d) in the event of permanent disability a pension calculated on 

the real wage and adjusted to the completeness or otherwise of 
the physical or professional disability.

2.



3o'- Maternity
a) free ante-natal and post-natal attention ;
b) free midwifery or hospital attention during birth ;
c) maternity leave before and after birth to a total of at least

14 weeks and paid for daily at a rate calculated on the basis of 
the real wage ;

d) provision of a layette and payment of an allowance during nursing; 
e) payment for rest periods made necessary when nursing ;

4 . - Old age and disability
a) the pensionable age to be from 5o to 6o for men and from 45 to 

55 for women according to trade or profession ;
b) old age and disability pensions to be paid irrespective of other 

income ;
c) the minimum pension to start from 5o per cent of real wages.The 

invalidity pensions shall be calculated according to the real 
wages and the degree of disability.

5 .- Total and partial unemployment
a) unemployment pay corresponding to 75 per cent of wages paid 

from the first day of unemployment and as long as it continues;
b) unemployment pay must not be made to depend on the compulsory 

acceptance by the unemployed person of a work not in his own 
trade or profession ;

c) for the partially unemployed, unemployment pay equal to 75 per 
cent of the hourly rate for the difference between the hours 
worked and the legal or customary working week ;

d) unemployment pay to be granted to young men and women who have 
attained working age but cannot find employment.

6 .- Family allowances
a) family allowances to be paid for the first child and each sub

sequent child to all workers whatever their circumstances ;
b) an allowance shall be paid for each person in the worker’s charge 

having no other income to ensure him or her an adequate living 
standard ;

c) pensions shall be paid for children up to 18 years of age or up 
to 24 years if they continue to study.

Social Security, in colonial countries
1 .- The putting into operation of social security systems is an 

imperative demand for all the colonial and semi-colonial countries.
In all these countries an immediate advance can and must be made 

in labour legislation as a whole and especially in the field of social 
security.

2 .- Racial discrimination in point of social security must be done 
with. Similar social advantages shall be granted to all the workers 
whatever their origin.

3 .- In the colonial and semi-colonial countries, social security 
shall provide for the following steps :

a) guarantee free medical treatment to the workers at their place 
of work ; create new dispensaries, hospitals and ambulance ser
vices ; increase the number of doctors and qualified nurses ;
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b) organize the protection of mothers and children, guarantee free 
medical care daring pregnancy and childbirth ; provide allowan
ces for childbirth and nursing ; provide paid maternity leave 
for working women ; pay family allowances ;

c) guarantee adequate benefits to all wage-earners in cases of 
sickness, accident disability, total and partial unemployment 
and old age ;

d) rehabilitate completely those suffering from industrial injury 
or occupational disease with full, free medical treatment and 
social attention ; retraining and readaptation with a guarantee 
of re-employment ; provision of benefits in kind during medical 
treatment and an adequate pension in the case of permanent di
sability.

4 .- No contribution whatever should be permitted from the worker 
in colonial countries.

5 .- Programmes of claims for immediate action shall be elaborated 
and adopted to conditions of a respective country or territory. They 
shall provide for an urgent satisfaction of the most immediate demands. 
These programmes shall be gradually put into operation until the re-es- 
tablishment of complete social security schemes.

Draft programme on social security for the land and air transport 
of the following branches and sections : (rail, municipal, road and air 
transports, depots, workshops, railway stations, maintenance services, 
tele-communications, garages, tramways, underground, trolleybuses, re
pair shops, distribution service, cargo-handling services, maintenance
of-way, air lines, hangars, etc.)

We deem it necessary to elaborate besides this preliminary draft, 
a draft programme to serve as basis for discussion in view of the de
fence, improvement and extension of Social Security and the determina
tion of Social Security norms for workers and employers of all the afo
rementioned categories.

This draft may be used to elaborate the national programme, to 
consolidate and even improve what already exists in point of Social Se
curity. The national programmes will also help in the drawing up of an 
international programme.

Some of the points already dealt with in the preliminary draft con
cerning : industrial accidents, maternity, total and partial unemploy
ment , family allowances, allowances for the dependents, funeral bene
fits constitute norms which might be applied to the professions afore
mentioned.

The draft programme is on the line of the general programme point
ing out the specific character of the professions embraced by the Trade 
Union International of Land and Air Transport workers.

The following norms may serve as basis for discussion. This is a 
rudimentary system comprising the social security rights necessary to 
workers of all countries.

1 .- In cases of sickness and injuries not sustained whilst at work
a) hospitalization and medical treatment ; free ambulance servi

ces, without condition, from the first day of sickness until
4.



such, time as the sickness lasts for all the workers and the em
ployers, for their family, dependents, for retired workers and 
their widows and orphans ;

b) sickness benefits shall be paid from the first day of sickness 
until the worker regains his ability to work if he doesn’t get 
any disability insurance ;

c) money benefits are to be calculated as a percentage of wages re
ceived by the workers of the aforementioned categories and to 
be adequate to ensure a satisfactory standard of living. They 
are to be paid in daily instalments ;

d) money benefits shall be fully paid even in the period when those 
insured are treated in hospital.

*
2° Occupational diseases

a) occupational diseases to be considered as the industrial acci
dents ; provision of necessary medical attention without waiting 
for an aggravation. This free medical treatment to be given so 
long as it is necessary ;

b) th© land and air transport workers who by their trade are expo
sed to occupational diseases to be provided with sufficient num
bers of sanatoria, cure homes, preventive establishments and 
homes for re-adaptation. The charges shall be covered by both 
governments and employers. Existing hospitals to be improved ;

c) provision of special medical treatment according to the degree 
and nature of occupational diseases in sanatoria, cure homes, 
rest homes, etc. ;

d) daily benefits during the period of treatment to be equivalent 
to loo# of wages ;

e) free hospitalization and care in hospitals, sanatoria, cure 
homes, etc.;

f) in the event of permanent disability a pension calculated on 
the real wage and adjusted to the degree of the physical or 
professional disability irrespective of years worked ;

g) hygienic measures of prevention against occupational diseases ; 
special medical examinations made periodically by means of ra
dioscopies and radiographies for all workers having to work in 
dust, humidity, smoke, viciated air, gases and exposed to bad 
weather conditions ;
- milk free of cost ;
- daily treatment in the sun and with inhalations, etc., during 

the working hours ;
h) provision of prostheses or orthopedic apparatuses for workers 

injured whilst at work.

.industrial accidents
a) in the event of permanent disability the worker shall be trans

ferred to a suitable work and paid a pension corresponding to 
his disability or the injury sustained ;

b) in the event of permanent disability a pension calculated on 
the highest wage got by the worker and according to the degree 
of physical or professional disability ;

c) any injury sustained by the worker on his way to the job or on 
his way home to be considered as industrial accident whatever 
the way of locomotion (bicycle, car, walking, etc. ).

grev ent ion of accidents
a) provisions and rules of social security in all branches of land 

and air transport to be introduced, improved, put into opera
tion and observed under control exercised by labour supervisory



staff, permanent delegates of each branch of the land and air * 
transport/by the workers there in or trade union representa
tives ; / elected

b) amendment of insufficient provisions and rules in the land and 
air transport branches by new legislation or regulations corres
ponding to the needs of the present situation in various coun
tries ;

c) immediate measures to be taken against industrial accidents and 
disasters in all branches of land and air transport ; ruthless 
struggle against exploitation leading to negligence and viola
tion of elementary hygienic and safety measures.

"Workers ’ Control Committees to be set up supplied with all means 
of investigation. The findings of their inquests should be duly appre
ciated and the exploiters 'employers or other organs) condemned accord
ing to the responsibility incumbent on them.

* Struggle against incentive systems leading to anormally increased 
productivity by the workers* efforts. Rise in piece-rate system.

* Prohibition of over*time.
- The Land and Air transport workers shall be supplied with neces

sary materials of good quality for carrying out their work and with the 
necessary tools. These should be up-to-date not to produce industrial 
accidents daring the working process.

* 2nd of dangerous works for which no safety measures hud been 
taken.

5-* QI d .a^e a nd d i ga L i 1 i t y (p en s i on s )
a) all categories of land and air transport workers shall be en

titled to old age and disability pensions, 
♦ pensions shall also be paid to dependents in case of the 

breadwinner’s death ;
b) old age pensions to be paid to workmen at 60 years after at 

least 25 years of service ;
- the pension to be paid to working women at 55 and after 

at least 2o years of service ;
c) for heavy and unhealthy work old age pension should be paid at 

5o years and after 2o years of service - a third of them hav
ing been worked in heavy and unhealthy conditions ;

d) old age pensions to be fully paid even to pensioners continuing 
to work ;

e) disability pension for industrial accidents and occupational 
diseases to be paid to all aforementioned categories irrespec
tive of seniority, contribution or duration of disability ;

f) disability pension shall be paid even to the pensioner who fol
lowing his re-adaptation and re-training continues nis acti
vity ;

g) old age pension to be p: id to the widow of a deceased pensioner 
of the aforementioned categories equal to 2/3 of the deceased’s 
pension calculated according to the years worked whatever the 
widow’s age and the duration of the marriage ;

h) old age and disability pensions to be paid to widows (irrespec
tive of other income) in addition to injury benefit and cor
responding to wages received by the worker when healthy ;

1) the minimum pension to start from 5o% of real wages and the 
maximum pension to go up to loo/ of the same. The pension to 
be calculated according to real wages and degree of disability. 
Old age or disability monthly pensions shall be paid from the 
first month ;
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j) such pensions shall be paid to young workers (minors) whatever 
their seniority. The pension rate to be calculated according to 
the degree of disability, the minimum starting from 35% and at
taining a maximum of 75% of the average monthly pay received by 
the respective wage-earner daring his last 12 months of activity.

1) . the same pension shall be paid to the family dependents of the 
insured or deceased pensioners.

In case of de: tn caused by industrial accident or occupa
tional disease a pension shall be paid whatever the seniority 
and the contribution. A pension snail also be paid to minor 
children until their majority, to those being unable to work 
throughout the period of disability ; to old' workers on reaching 
pensionable age until death ; to widows and other persons under 
55 throughout the duration of treatment of the insured decea
sed's children ;

m) the minimum pension to be equal to 5o% of the deceased’s pension for one dependent ; 75^ for two and loo% for three or 
more ;

n) free hospitalization and medical attention at ambulance servi
ces provided unconditionally from the first day of illness un
til complete re-habilitation for all categories of pensioners 
and their dependents in cases of sickness, T3ccident or materni
ty. Full allowance for layette and full monthly allowance for 
nursing for each newly born infant in the same conditions and 
at the same rate as for the insured workers.

Full marriage allowance ; monthly allowance for each 
child or any other person unable to work being in the pensio
ners’ cure to be paid in the same conditions and at the same 
rate as for the insured workers.

6.- Protection of workers' health and working
condition (Labour protection)

Y/hat should be demanded from enterprises and 
institutions

a) enterprises and institutions shall ensure medical treatment in 
good conditions at the work place for all land and air trans
port workers by setting up polyclinics, dispensaries, sanitary 
services, first-aid posts provided with staff, equipment and 
necessary medical instruments, freshes and kindergartens shall 
be created for the wage-earners’ children ;

b) the regiementation of working nouns and of work :
For usual work, 8 hour working day,
For heavy and unhealthy work to length of the work-day 

shall be reduced down to 2 hour according to. trade and profes
sions (for divers, men working in caissons, under high pres
sure and for other kinds of labour requiring physical efforts 
and being dangerous to the workers' health)and wages paid at a 
normal day time rate.

- Young workers under majority shall be prohibited to do 
night work ;

- Children under 15 years of age shall not be permitted 
to work ;

- Pregnant and nursing mothers shall not be permitted to 
do night .work ;

- Pregnant mothers shall be at a certain stage of preg
nancy transferred from heavy and unhealthy work to easier work 
being paid the same wage as for the work previously done ;

- Provision of at least half hour rest-periods for all 
nursing mothers at every three hours, with wages paid at a 
normal day time rate ;

- Pregnant and nursing mothers shall not he dismissed ;
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- Provision for 24 hoar weekly rest for all wage-earners ;
- Annual holidays with pay of at least 18 work days for 

all wage-earners ; tne number of days shall grow up to 3o accord
ing to the nature of work and seniority ;

- 18 days’ rest leave for juveniles under majority ;
c) as regards working conditions, installations and safety devices 

must ensure labour protection ;
- workers doing unhealthy work at high temperature in hu

midity or under bad weather conditions shall b-e provided with 
safety overalls free of charge ;

- free antidotes for workers doing work which might en
gender intoxications, etc.;

- drinking water at the work place and mineral waters in 
workshops with high temperature and in similar sections ;

- the workers shall be provided with bath-rooms, shower- 
baths, lavatories and other installations necessary to their 
convenience in proportion to their number ;

- the clothes of workers doing dirty work should be washed 
free of charge ;

- provision for adequate conditions of salubrity, ventila
tion, illumination, and heating to protect the workers’ health ,

- b&racks, hostels, canteens, provided with all that is 
necessary, to ensure a decent accomodation to workers while on 
run, on building sites, etc.;

- tne big enterprises and institutions shall build mouses 
for their employees which correspond to a decent living stan
dard ; tr e rents shall be calculated according to the material 
possibilities of each-earners ;

- provision for troreport mecns at low prices for workers 
living far from the work-;: lace.

-uchurect - January 13, 1953



THL TU of the P.C. shall sae t on ’. t inesday, 2&w v -v
1953, at 6 PJG in the J nyug Office, ttohtak to d to consider the 
following Agenda: -

(1) P.B. -ircul r on TO*
(11) Ita* Government Employees Pedar tlon.

(lit) BIUC forking -onuaittee meeting*

(iv) Affiliation to AXTUC of new unions and renewal of old ones

(v) i^jorts^-?

(vi) Qirol t gh Elections, collections nd motills tion.

(vii) Reception to Or. Kichelu.

24-1-1953. A*C» WMda.



I. We should be able to stcte the condition of their 

capital equipments, the trends of development, their 

international ties, their profits, and losses and 

their problems also.

3. Then we should be able to know the condition of the 

workers in each industrial sphere, centre nd unit, 

regarding w ges lever,eernings, work-load, unem loyment, 

st ending orders and harassment, application of the v rious 

taws, the effect of arbitration tribun Is, etc. . -
3. The st te ofort nis tion of T.Us., V eir members; ip 

influence, offices, c dres, etc. A short review of struggles 

in the recent period nd their results.

4. Our relations witliother parties in broad mass T.U. 
( • k 

organisations and possibilities of developing T.U. unity 

from below -nd from -bove through these organisations.

5. Outlining bro- d demands on a n tionwide scale cot mon to 

all industries -nd r des nd demands -s -re paticul r 

industrial andtrade groups "3 well s ’es.
TA

6. Linding up the work of the T.Us. dth th t of the 

Kisan Sa; has.

7. Linding up the work of the T.Us. with the bro d 
democr tic movement, and especially the Pe ce Loveaent.

8. Intern tion Conferences, the ILO, Governmental Committees 

rnd Tripartite Con 'ecences.

9. The 7.F.T.U. and relations of our working class with th. 
Tr^de Union rover..ent in othercountries. '* 1

TO. The I.C.F.T.U. nd its link with the IHTUC and the H.’ .3. 

IT. Organisation of the AITUC and its st te(Provincial) 

Committees.
12. Trade Union Papers and T.U.- Literature and Publications...

13. Organisation of oneweek T.U. Schools for i. . 

functionaries in major working class centres.



Phone ? 40288
OFFICE OF THE COMMITTEE OF

THE FEDERATION OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYEES' UNIONS & ASSOCIATIONS

No.Fedn/3

62, Regal Buildings, 
NEW DELHI0

29th January '53.

Dear Colleague,

I trust that you are in receipt 
No.Fedn/2 dated 24.1.53 enclosing copy of 
of the Federation and an application form 
Federation.,

of my circular
the draft constitution 
for affiliation to the

This is to remind you of the meeting of the Federating 
Units to be held at 2-30 P.M. , on 31-1-53 at 62, Regal Buildings. 
Please forward immediately the application form duly filled. I 
am to request you to attend the meeting without fail.

A question has been raised by a Union whether only 
those Unions and Associations listed in circular No.Fedn/1 dated 
19.1.53 shall participate in the meeting to be held on 31.1.53.-* 
It is not so.

All Unions and Associations which attend the meeting 
on 31.1.53 and agree to affiliate with the Federation shall 
certainly take part in the proceedings- They shall constitute 
the Federation in the first instance.

Let us set the machinery of the Federation moving and 
get going. This is the imperative need of the hour.

Thanking you for your co-operation and requesting you 
once again to attend the meeting on 31.1.53,

Yours fraternally,

A A
CONVENER.

The Honorary Secretary,

9OOOQOOQOQOOO

Nevi Delhi/Delhi.



OFFICE OF THE COMMITTEE OF
THE FEDERATION OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYEES’ UNIONS & ASSOCIATIONS 

No. Fe dn/2

62, Regal Buildings, 
NEW DELHI.

24th January, 1953.
Dear Colleague

I crust that you are in receipt of my circular No.Fedn/1
dated 19.1.53, informing you of (1) the formation of a Federation 
of Central Government Employees’ Unions and Associations, (2) the 
setting up of a Committee to function on behalf of the Federation 
to contact all organisations and draft a constitution for the 
Federation and (3) the decision to convene a meeting of the 
federating units on 31.1.53 to adopt a constitution for the 
Federation and elect office-bearers.

The Committee met on the 21st and 23rd instants and
drafted a constitution for the Federation, copy of which is enclosed 
for your information and scrutiny. The Committee realises that the 
constitution is not perfect in all respects and is capable of 
tremendous improvement. The Committee examined the various points 
of view generally held by employees, unions and associations and 
tried to accommodate all approaches to the problem as far as 
possible. The objective was to prepare a draft which will reflect 
all shades of opinion and is likely to secure maximum measure of 
agreement of all unions and associations, and thus ensure that we 
get going. In the months to come, we shall gain valuable experience 
of the working of the machinery of the Federation and be in a 
position to perfect the rules and regulations.

A meeting of the Federating units will be held at 2-30 P.M.
on 31.1.53 at 62, Regal Buildings, New Delhi to consider the 
following agendas-

(1) Affiliation of units
(2) Adoption of a constitution
(3) Election of Office-bearers
(4) Special problems, viz.,

(a) Home Ministry’s orders on exclusion of outsiders 
from office-bearership

(b) Gadgil Committee’s Report
(c) Upgrading of stations
(d) Restoration of the P.T.O.
(e) Impending labour legislation

(5) Any other subject
You are requested to depute the representatives of your 

Union/Association to attend the meeting without fail.
An application form for affiliation is enclosed. Kindly

fill in the form and forward it to reach the undersigned 
immediately.

I am glad to inform you that more unions have since ex
pressed their willingness to join the Federation. Many unions and 
associations from outside Delhi have already organised co-ordinating 
bodies and will bo looking forward to the eventful and historic 
meeting to be held on 31.1.53. 31st January '53 shall herald a new 
era in the history of trade unionism among Central Government 
Employees. New vistas of thought and action are opened. Who can 
stem the onward march of lakhs of workers all over the country 
who will speak with one voice under one banner?

I appeal to your Union/Association to join the Federation
forthwith. Please do attend the meeting on 31.1.53 and play your 
part in a noble and worthy manner. Yours fraternally



Application for Affiliation 
to the Federation of Central Government 

Employees’ Unions & Associations.

I» Statement

1. Name of Union/Association?

2, Year of establishments

3. Whether registered under the Indian Trade Union 
Act, 1926s

4O Whether recognised by Governments

5. Strength of membership -

Class III - Class IV - Total -

6o Whether the Union/Association is an All~India/State/Provincial/ 
Regional/Circle/District/Local bodys

7. Headquarters of the Union/Associations

8, Names of Office-bearers?

9o Address of the President and Secretary?

IIo Enclosure

1. Copy of the Constitution of the Union/Association

2. Latest annual statement of accounts.

III. Declaration
The QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOO 

Union/Association hereby seeks affiliation to the Federation of 

Central Government Employees Unions & Associations and agrees to 

abide by the rules and regulations of the Federation as embodied 

in its constitution. To the best of my knowledge, the particulars 

furnished under item I above are true.

Station Signature 000000'000900000000

OOOOOOOOOOOOOO

(Honorary General Secretary)



THE FEDERATION OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES' UNIONS & 
~ASSOCIATIONSo

Constitution,

1’ Name - The name of the Federation shall he "The Federation 
of Central Government Employees' Unions and Associations".
2. Aims & Objects - The object for which the Federation is 
established ares-

(a) to unify the entire Central Government employees under 
the aegis of one organisation in such manner and in such 
form as may be desirable,

(b) to safeguard and promote the interests of all workers 
in the Central Government services,

(c) to work for the improvement of the departments of 
Government and to render efficient service to the nation,

; (d) to provide assistance to member unions in distress,
(e) to safeguard the employees against unjust treatment and 

to provide them with legal assistance when necessary,
(f) to ensure for the employees a share in the control and 

management of the Central Services,
(g) to create an assurance organisation for the employees,
(h) to ensure the framing of labour legislation which will 

guarantee the growth of free trade unionism and grant 
fundamental rights of unionism without any discrimination 
between Government and non-Government labour,

(i) to secure adequate representation of the workers,, 
through the Unions, Associations and Federation, in the 
machinery for conciliation, arbitration, etc.,

(j) to secure representation of the workers, through the 
Unions, Associations and the Federation, on all bodies 
affecting the interests of the workers,

(k) to promote the social, educational and economic uplift 
of the workers,

(1) to conduct one or more journals on behalf of member 
unions and associations, and

(m) to do all such things'as are incidental or conducive to 
the attainment of the above objects or any one of them.

3. Registration - The Federation shall be registered under the 
Indian Trade Union Act 1926,
4. Headquarters - The office of the Federation shall be situated 
at the capital of the Government of India.
5. Composition - The Federation shall be composed of Central 
Government Employees Unions and Associations hereinafter named 
as member unions and associations duly affiliated in the manner 
specified in Art.(6).
6. Affiliation - Any Central Government Employees' Union or 
Association shall be eligible to be affiliated to the Federation 
on»application in the form prescribed in appendix I and expressing 
agreement to abide by the Constitution of the Federation.
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7o Affiliation Fee - A fee of Rs.5/- shall accompany the 
application for affiliation.
8. Subscription - An annual subscription of each member Union 
or Association shall be as followss-

Strength of membership up to 250 Rs. 5 •

-do- from 251 to 500 10
-do- ” 501 to 1000 15
-do- ' ” 1001 to 2000 20
-do- ” 2001 to 5000 25
-do- ” 5001 to 1,00,00 30
-do- ” 1,00,00 to 2,00,00 35
-do- ” 2,00,00 and. above 50

The subscription shall be payable within one month 
from the date of affiliation failing which the certificate of 
affiliation shall be rescinded.
9. Management - The management of the Federation shall be 
vested in the following bodiess-

(a) The All India Council which shall meet at least once 
a year

(b) The Central Executive Committee which shall ordinarily 
meet once in six months, and

(c) The Managing Committee which shall meet as often as •* 
necessary.

The All-India Council
10. Powers. Duties - The All India Council shall be the 
supreme legislative and deliberative body of the Federation and 
shall have absolute control over the affairs and property of the 
Federation.

*
It shall have the following specific powers

(a) to elect office-bearers listed in Art. (24),
(b) to consider and adopt the annual report and accounts 

of the Federation,
(c) to adopt budget estimates of the Federation,
(d) to effect or ratify changes in the Constitution of the 

Federation,
(e) to discuss and decide all questions of policy of 

Government and the Federation,
(f) to act as a final court of appeal against the suspension 

or dismissal of any member Union or Association,
(g) to appoint the Editor of the Journal or Journals of 

the Federation,
(h) to appoint ad hoc committees for specific purposes, and
(i) to issue instructions, bye-laws and rules for the 

management of the affairs of the Federation.
11. Composition - The All India Council shall consist of members 
representing each member Union or Association on the basis of 
strength of membership of each such Union or Association in the 
manner specified below:-

Strength of membership No. of Councillors
Upto 250 1
from 251 to 500 2

ti 501 to 1000 3
1001 to 2000 4

ti 2001 to 5000 5
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from 5001 to 10000
n

it
10001 to 20000
20001 and above

6
7

12. Voting - Each Councillor shall carry one vote.
13. Election - The Councillor or Councillors shall be elected, 
or nominated by the respective member Unions and Associations in 
such manner as may be-laid down Mn their constitution or as may 
be decided upon from time to time by the competent bodies or 
persons of the respective Unions or Associations.
14. Expenses of Councillors - The expenses of the Councillors 
representing the Unions and Associations for attending the All- 
India Council meetings shall be borne by the respective Unions 
and Associations. The expenses of the office-bearers of the 
Federation shall be borne by the respective Unions and Associations 
in which they are primary members. Where no office-bearer is such 
a member, his expenses shall be met in such manner as may be 
deemed expedient by the All-India Council or the Executive 
Committee or the Managing Committee.

The Central Executive Committee
15. Powers and Duties - In between sessions of the All-India 
Council, the Central Executive Committee shall exercise all the 
powers of the All-India Council except those mentioned in items 
(a) and (b) , save that the office-bearers of the Federation shall 
be elected by the Central Executive Committee on establishment of 
the Federation and shall hold office for a period of six months 
pending the convening of a meeting of the All-India Council.

It shall have the following specific powerss-
(a) to suspend,disaffiliate or expel any member Union or 

Association and any office-bearer, and
(b) to fill up vacancies of office-bearers.

16. Composition - The Central Executive Committee shall consist 
of the office-bearers and one member representing each member 
Union or Association.
17. Election - The member representing each member Union or 
Association shall be elected or appointed by the respective Union 
or Association as may be laid down in its constitution or in such 
manner as may be decided upon by the duly competent body or person 
of the respective Union or Associationo
18. Voting - Each member shall carry one vote.
19. Expenses - The expenses of the members representing the 
Unions and Associations for attending meetings of the Executive 
Committee shall be borne by the respective Unions and Associations. 
The expenses of the office-bearer members shall be net in such 
manner as may be decided upon by the All-India Council, Executive 
Committee or the Managing Committee.

20. Powers and Duties - In between meetings of the All-India 
Council and the Executive Committee, the Managing Committee shall 
exorcise all the powers of the All-India Council and the Executive 
Committee except those mentioned in items (a) to (g) of Art.(10).
21. Composition - The Managing Committee shall consist of the 
office-bearers of the Federation.
22. Voting - Each member shall carry one vote.
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23. Expenses - The expenses of the members for attending the 
meetings of the Managing Committee shall be met in such manner 
as may be decided upon from time to time by the All-India Council 
or the Central Executive Committee.

Office-bearers

24. Office-bearers - The following office-bearers shall be 
elected in the manner prodded fors-

(i) President
(ii) Three Vice-Presidents

(iii) Secretary-General
(iv) Assistant Secretary-General (Central Secretariat)
(v) ” (Attached Offices)

(vi) ” (Subordinate Offices)
(vii) ” (Technical Cadres)

(viii) ” (Class IV)
(ix) Financial Secretary
(x) Organising Secretary

■ (xi) Organising Secretary (Central Region)
(xii) ” (Northern Region)

(xiii) ” (Southern Region)
(xiv) ” (Eastern Region)

(xv) " (Western Region)

25. Powers and Duties - The office-bearers shall function under 
the control and direction of the All-India Council and the Central- 
Central Executive Committee.

The President shall preside over meetings of the three 
managing bodies and exercise general supervision over the work
of the Federation.

The Vice-Presidents shall assist the President in his 
work, exercise general supervision over the work of the Federation 
and preside over meetings in the absence of the President.

The Secretary-General shall be the Chief Executive 
Officer of the Federation. He shall conduct correspondence with 
all concerned, sign papers, maintain the minutes book, and other 
records, convene meetings of the three managing bodies, draft the 
reports required for submission to the managing bodies, and do 
such all other things as may be necessary.

The Assistant Secretaries-General shall administer 
their respective sections under the direct supervision and 
control of the Secretary-General and assist the Secretary-General 
in the discharge of his duties.

The Financial Secretary shall exercise a general control 
over the funds and shall be held personally responsible for the 
funds and accounts of the Federation. His specific duties among 
others shall be as under.

(i) He shall receive all fees, moneys and contributions 
and grant receipts,

(ii) He shall maintain the accounts of the Federation and 
for this purpose maintain such books as may be necessary 
inclusive of a day-book, ledger and abstract,.

(iii) He shall make payments after getting the vouchers 
attested by the Seeretary-General,

(iv) He shall retain in hand only the amount necessary for 
current expenditure and deposit and invest.the surplus 
in such manner as may be decided upon by the Federation 
from time to time by specific resolution.
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The Organising Secretary shall attend to organisational 

activities of the Federation and assist the Secretary-General in 
the discharge of this and other duties.

The Regional Organising Secretaries shall function as 
organising office-bearers in their respective regions and assist 
the Secretary-General in the discharge of this and other duties.
26. Duration of Office - All office-bearers shall hold office 
for a year or till such time as a meeting of the annual session 
of the All-India Council is held.
27. Auditor - The Auditor shall 
Council or the Central Executive 
not be an office-bearer.

be elected by the All-India 
Committee annually. He shall

28. Notice of meetings - Notice of meetings of the All-India 
Council shall be served at least three weeks before the date 
thereof5 notice of meeting of the Central Executive Committee 
shall be served at least ,10 days before the date thereof^ notice 
for meeting of the Managing Committee shall be served at least 7 
days before the date thereof provided for extra-ordinary meetings 
of the Managing Committee, a notice of 3 days shall suffice.
29. Quorum -

(a) The quorum for a meeting of the All-India Council shall 
be one fourth of its strength.

(b) The quorum for a meeting of the Central Executive 
Committee shall he one-third of its strength.

(c) The quorum for a meeting of the Managing Committee 
shall be one-third of its strength.

30. Funds - The funds of the Federation shall be deposited or 
invested in such manner as may be decided upon by specific reso
lution of any of the three managing bodies. The financial year 
of the Federation shall end on the 31st day of March every year,
31. Application of funds - The funds of the Federation shall 
be applicable for the purposes of

(a) payment of salaries, allowances and expenses to office
bearers, representatives and employees of the Federation,

(b) Compensation for or reimbursement of losses sustained 
by any office-bearer in the interests of the Federation,

(c) the payment of expenses for the administration of the 
Federation,

(d) the conduct of trade disputes on behalf of the 
Federation or any member Union or Association thereof,

(e) the compensation of member Unions and Associations 
for losses arising out of trade disputes,

(f) the provision of educational and social benefits to Central Government employees,
(g) the upkeep of a periodical or periodicals published 

by the Federation,
(h) the payment of contributions to member Unions and 

Associations for specific purposes consistent with 
the aims and objects of the Federation,

(i) the prosecution or defence of any legal proceedings 
to which the Federation or member Union or Association 
is a party when such prosecution or defence is under-
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taken for the purpose of securing or protecting any 
rights of the Federation or member Union or . Association^ 
as such or any rights arising out of the relations of 
any primary member of a Union or Association affiliated 
to the Federation with his enployer9 or of any member 
Union or Association with its employer9

(j) the payment in furtherance of any of the aims and 
objects of the Federation,

32. Indemnification - Every office-bearer9 representative and 
employee of- the Federation shall be indemnified out of the funds 
of the Federation against all liability incurred by him as such 
office-bearer3 representative or employee in defending any 
proceedings whether civil or criminal or to which he has become 
liable in carrying out instructions given to him by the managing 
bodies of the Federation or any other proper authority in the 
Federation,

33. Changes in the Constitution - No amendment to the Constitu
tion shall be carried except by a 60% majority of the voting 
strength of the representatives present at the meeting of the 
All-India Council or the Central Executive Committee.

34. Notice of no-confidence or censure - No resolution of no- 
confidence or censure against any office-bearer or representative 
of the Federation shall be taken up at any meeting unless 14 days’ 
clear notice shall have been given to the office-bearer or 
representative concerned. •* t.

35. Suspension and expulsion - The All-India Council or the 
Central Executive Committee shall have the right of suspending 
and expelling any office-bearer or representative of the 
Federation or a member Union or Association who shall be given 
a clear notice of 14 days in which to submit a defence.

36. Statement of returns - Every member Union or Association 
shall submit such statements in such form and manner as may be 
prescribed by any of the three managing bodies of the Federation.

37. Records - The records of the Federation shall be preserved 
as follows;-

Minutes of the proceedings of all meetings9 
Account Books and Register of affiliated 
Unions and Associations - Permanently.
Receipts for moneys received and paid and 
correspondence on cases closed - 4 years.

38. Right of Member Unions and Associations - The office-bearers 
and other representatives of the Federation shall have the right 
of inspection of all records of the Federation.

39° Co-ordinating Committees - Co-ordinating Committees shall 
be formed at all centres in such manner and form as may be pres
cribed by any of the three managing bodies of the Federation 
from time to time.

40. Dissolution of the Federation - The Federation may be 
dissolved by a vote in favour of dissolution of j-th of the 
voting strength of the All-India Council.

-- ooOOoo---



Teiegi phic Address : “AITUCCONG” Telephone: 42188

ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

President: Com. V. Chakkarai Chettiar

General Secretary: Com. S. A. Dange, 
M.L.A. (Bombay)

R. L. Trust Building.
55, Girgaon Road, 

BOMBAY 4, (India)

^ear Comrade,

I sending you herewith a copy of the 
letter we have received from the Trade Unions 
International of Land and Air Transport Workers, 
(T.P, 

Since you must have received the invita
tions directly also, will you please let me 
know, if you are able to send any delegation tnd 
if any of your proposed delegates has received 
the necessary passports etc.

It would be better if ths Railway organi
sations mentioned decide by consulting among 
themselves by correspondence, as to how they would 
like to allot the expenses of one delegate which 
the T.D. is willing to pay.

Yours fraternally,

(S. a,DAMO)
G W-tAL J'iC T ;Y.



COPY

TRADE WIOSE IMTEtWATIOMAL CF LAND AND AIR TRANSPORT

WKS# (T. i.of -FT!)

secretaire, 
Str* Calorafirescu xr.8 
Bucarest, ( ;oumanie)
February 3, 1953.

All India Trade Onion Congress, 
R.L, Trust Building, 
55 Girgauam Road, 
Lo<rb^.4f Irf >IA< 

bear Comrade,

$e acknowledge receipt of your letter dated the let 
January last. We bend our efforts to int nsify Internat
ional solidarity with the railwaymen of India.

further to our letter of 9th January 1953 we eend 
you the list of organisations having been invited by us i

1) The All India Railwaymen's * adoration

2) Bast i unJab Railway orkere* Union

3) 1,1. Bail Road orkers1 Onion

4) Air-India loyees* Union

5) Bharat Airways orkmen's Association

4) &.I, Kailway Labour Onion

7) £tate Transport inployeea’ Union.

The Bharat Airways orkmen’s Association r ■ the only 
one which replied up to present. e kindly ask you to 
render us your assistance as regards the railwaymen's repre- 
sen i . ion. Be ehall cover the travelling expenses of one 
dalefate for the railway workers.

You would greatly oblige us in writing back the soonest 
possible.

Accept please, dear comrade, our trade union reetin^s.

Yours ; r-B < nally,

Vasile Dragomir



ALL TMDlA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

Circular o2

Girgaum Road, 
Bombay 4 .
February $,1953

Rejqerna^lonal 5onferenc es

1. The World Social Security Conference is going to meet in Vienna from 
2nd March,1953.
2. The programme of the Conference and its importance to the working 
class of the whole world.have already been made known to you through the 
literature sent by the Preparatory Committee of the Confai^ence and the 
Secretariat of the World Federation of Trude Unions®
3. File AITUC has sent this literature to. the State Committees and through 
the ” T*U»Record” as well as papers like the CROSSROADS^ the attention of 
all Unions was draun to this Conference and our tasks regarding social 
security.
4. The only kind of very limited and partial social security that we 
possess in India, is the lav/ regarding workmen’s compensation, maternity 
benefit and the recent scheme of Sickness Insurance and proviuent Fund«Tne 
law regarding leave with pay also is not uniformly applied®
5. The sickness insurance scheme has been applied for over a year to 
Delhi and Kanpur. But the AITUC hud no reports regarding the effects and 
working of this scheme in such important areas as Delhi and Kanpur* •* 
6.* The Delhi TJC? after repeated .requests for the last 6 months,has now 
sent us a short report on the scheme.

But Kanpur Centre still refuses to snd any reports.,
7. Unuer such conditions the AITUC finds it very difficult to make 
any reports for the benefit of other centres^
8. The AITUC representative nominated by Government on the Central Board 
of the Insurance Corporation, Mes ,ohar.ta Mukherj ee ,f inds it difficult 
to make factual criticisms of the scheme in the absence of any such 
material from the Unions in the areas concerned.,
9. The AITUC now is sending a delegation to- the Social Security Conference, 
We had askeu several active centres like Calcutta, Coimbatore, Madras, 
Bombayt Nagpui,Indore,etc a to choose leading workers in the field to 
apply for passports ,so that the AITUC could choose the delation from 
those who are able to go.> But so far wq find only tw^ comrades who have got 
passports and hence are in a position to be sent. One is Com.Shanta 
Mukherjee, who attended the Preparatory Committee in Vienna last year 
and Com.Ushabai Dange,who has been mainly working in the Textile Workers 
and the Girni Kamgar Union, of Bombay for the last two decades.
10 a A meeting of the Transport International is scheduled for middle 
of March at Bratislava. Comrades of the Unions of Transport Inoustry,as 
representatives of their Union,should try to get passports and inform 
the AITUC Office,, From tie names received, a delegation can be 
composed . The delegates should be workers in employment or those who 
have been victimised or discharged or those who are working in the TU 
movement.
11. Delegations for tb.e meetings of the Leather and Snoe Workers’ 
TU International and Farm and Plan: jU i on Workers TUI Iho should be formed 
and names sent to the AITUC Office©
12. All proposed delegates and their Unions should send reports on the 
Industry concerned to the aIYUC beforehand®

The Unions are requested to pay immediate and serious 
attention to the above.

S ©A-Dangte, 
General Secretary;



THIRD WORLD TRADE UNION CONGRESS

12th May ,1955

To
J ~

All Tribe Unions,
Militant Workers,
State Committees of the AITUC

Tkie Bureau of the World Federation of Trade Unions met in order to 
discuss the organisation of the World Congrecs in October. It has issued 
a call to world labour to prepare for the Congress in right earnest from 
now on.

In the conditions of the growing crisis inflicting unemployment, 
wage-freeze and rationalisation, the solidarity of the working people of 
the wto le world is absolutely necessary to defend the working class.

How does the WFTU expect us to prepare for the Congress? The Call 
of the Bureau shows you the way:

* Every union should hold meetings to announce and explain the 
World Congress and its agenda. ..

• * Hold meetings to explain what international solidarity has
meant to us in the past and will mean in the future.

* Hold meetings to draw the1 rank-and-file workers into the job of 
organising the Union work «nd that of the Congress.

* Write posters and fix them up round your factory and bustee areas.
* Dr»w up short handbills in your own language.
* Write to the AITUC office for facts about the WFTU, if y^u have 

not got than.
* Ask your State TUC to move in the matter.
* Raise funds to send a l«-rfiW delegation.
* Don’t forget the non-AITUC worker,
* Send reports to the AITUC office,

S.A.Dange,
General Secretary,

EXECUTIVE BUREAU’S CALL

THE Session of the Executive Bureau of the World Federation of Trade 
Unions held in Vienna from April 29 to 2$, issued a call to all Trade 
Unions, to all workers of hand and brain, to working men and women of 
the world, to all working youth. The call says:

* Millions of working people, seeking a way out of their difficulties, 
rely on effective aid from the trade unions.

" You want th«.t international ties with the working people in all 
countries should be developed and consolidated since such ties powerfully 
facilitate the cause of improving the lot of the working people in the 
conditions of realising democratic liberties which are the firmest 
guarantee of preserving peace and friendship between nations.

” You a«k, in nhcit way you can participate in the great international 
assembly which will be attended by representatives of the working people 
of all countries.

” The Third World Congress of Trade Unions, scheduled t© take place 
in Vienna over October 10-21, >111 be such a great international assembly.

We are one
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” We ^re one in our conviction that every man and woman should have 
the right to wark. We are one in our conviction th~t the standard of 
living of the working people in the capitalist and colonial countries is 
declining and that we must fight to improve them*

H We are one in our convttiGn that social leg£slation,wherever it 
exists, must be improved and must be won where it does not obtain.

*’ We are one in our conviction that it is necessary to put an end 
to the super-exploitation,that race , colour ,s ex and age discrimination 
must be abolished. We are one in our conviction that the health service 
should be improved and education extended. We are one in our conviction 
that no one has the right to ban the lawful activity of trade unions, that 
no one can deprive the individual of the elementary and sacred democratic 
rights and freedoms. Finally, we are one in our conviction that peace 
can be preserved, that war is not inevitable.

” Hence, we h«ve a broad base for unity. If we *»<»nt to win victory 
in cur struggle, w§ must convert this unity of aims and interests into 
unity of action. Where the working people are united success is ensured. 
The Three main questions on the Congress agenda are:

1. Report on the activity of the WFTU *nd further tasks of the 
trade unions in strengthening united action of the working 
people in the struggle for a higher living standard,for peace.

2. Ta-sks facing the trade unions in the struggle for 
economic and social development, in defence of national 
independence and democratic freedoms in the capitalist and 
colonial countries.

3. Development of the trade union movement in the colonial and 
semi-colonial countries.

” These are questions of vital significance for the working people 
in all countries.

” Working people I Send to the Third Worlu Tr*de Union Congrea© 
your best representatives, irrespective of their opinions, race,sex and 
religiousL convictions, irrespective of trade union affiliation ♦.

” Sleet and mandate y«ur delegates in a democratic wayt

” Widely popularise the aims and tasks of this Congress, organise 
meetings of working people, local and national conferences for elaboration 
of your proposals.

" In the course of preparation for the Third World Trade Union 
Congress, consolidate your trade unions, recruit new members and form 
trade unions where they do not exist.1’
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES, DELEGATES & PASSPORTS

In the last one year, delegations fr«a the AITUC had been invited 
to attend several International Conferences, May Day in Peking, the 
Congress of the All China Labour Federation, Social Security Conference, 
Conferences on Peace ard on Transport, Agricultural and Food Worker^, 
Leather Workers, Textiles, Metals and such other Trade Union 
Internationals of the VrFTU.

Notices of these Conferences, their aims and objects and invitations 
were sent to the trade unions and provincial committees in order that 
they may spread the knowledge of the International among the workers and 
get delegations sent to the Conferences,

The list appended below will show how many comrades so far were 
asked by the AITUC ^ud the various trade unions to secure passports 
in order to attend these conferences.

But 
going to

the Government of India has obstructed our delegations from 
these Conferences in their full strength.

• •> A
The unions were advised to see that generally they included workers 

in factories and functioning trade union organisers among the delegations 
and that knowledge of Englleh was not made a pre-condition.

The list is made from information available to the AITUC Office.

Diet of names of comrades asked to 
secure passports by the AITUC •

1) Jyoti Basu'(Calcutta)
2) Ranen Sen (Calcutta)
3) Pat,.kar (Bombay)
4) Gulabrao Garacharya( Bombay)
5} Bapurat jagtap(Bombay)
6 j KoBePan.’ kku,r(Bombay)
7) S . A t Dan, ? e ( Bomb ay )
8) Mrs.Usha Dange(Bombay)
9} Mrs .Shanta Bb.alerao(Bombay)

10) Mrs.Parvati Bhoi 4Bombay)
11) MaS.Baksh:(Bombay)
12) S amu el Aug us t in e(Borah ay)
13) S .3 kar (Bombay)
14) S»S .Yusuf (Kanpur)
151 Shiv Sharma and three E.C.members of Kanpur Tannery Workers
16) Inf er sen Gcpta(Delhi)
17) A e C a I; and a' De- .--hi )
181 Mah end r a(E ly .; (De 1 hi)
19 ) Ba xl h a i (N<* & pur)
20 ) Hald ul )
21 ) Shiv Narain(luaore)
22 ) Diwukar(Tndure)
2 3) KLand .'.ar (In d o r e)
2**) M.M»Gope( Delhi)
2 5) part<. e De lh i)
26) Rumr.crAr Upaahvc-.ya(U’P)
27) Satyapr^.ya. Baju erjee ( Calcutta)
28) B ,S e Am', s r kar >.>mbay)
29) IoC^Snek • U->^ala)

30)...
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30} S *N. Rami ah (Andhra)
^1) T*B.Vithal Rao( Andhra)
32} N»V.Ranga Rao( Andhra)
33) S.Kri shnamurty(Tamilnad)

34) PeRamamurthi (Tamilnad )
35) K.T.Raju(S.I»Rly^Tamilnad)
36 ) N.Krishnaswamy( ” )•
37 P.MoSubramanyam( ” )
38' J.B. Purshottam( ” )
39' P.P.Krishnan ( w )
40 VI shram Pati 1(Khanaesh, Bombay)
41; Surjeet (Punjab) (Agriculture & Pood)
42; E*M.S .NAmb Godri pad (pood & Agricult .Workers )
43) G. Sundar am (Bombay)
44^ Dhume (Bombay)
45' V. B e Ch au dh ar y(Bombay1
46' Narain Guha(Calcutta)
47 J Raimi ar a in ( c ambut ore)
48j Nambiar( S. I.Railway)

Representatives on Industrial & other Committees}1952-53)

(1) CENTRAL COUNCIL OP TRUSTEES POR THE PROVIDENT FUND* (i)Tushar 
Chatterjee (ii) S . A * Dang e .

(2) COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIAL HOUSING - Com.S.A.Dange
(3) THIRD SESSION OP INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE” - ( i ) S •A.Dunge ; ( ii) A ,S .R . 

Chari.
(4)/ INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE- (i) S. A.Dange; ( ii) A*S .R.Ch~r i

(5) COUNCILS for the Development of industries (Nov 1952)

a) Leather & Leather Goods Ind us tri e&- Com. A* Balas utramaniam( Madras) 
b) Bi-cycle Industry - Com.Vitrial Chaudhary
c) Paper Inuu^try- a«B.Bardhan
d) Internal Combustion Engineer &

Power Driven Pumps * Anna Teluau(Kirkee)

!
6) Council fox Technical Education- Com. K.P. Shan Ker lin^ara( Some ay)
71 Central Enplo^cent Acvisury Committee- Com.S»G«Patker(Bomoay) 4
8) Central ^r-ivisory Council for Industries- Com.S »A»Dan^e ( Oct .1952)
9) Industrial Committee' on Plantat ions-Com.Monoranjun Roy( W.Bengal 

(Dec .1952)
” ’» ” “ « •» ( pebj953 )

I .LeO, Committees(February 1953 )

(1) Textile Co;.r?n f toe - (p) ComPKePoGeorwe( Member of Council of States) 
( b') Com, S a G c Pat ka r (Bomb ay)

(2) Plantation Committee- (a) Com.Satyendranath MujumdarfM.P»
(b) Com.George Chadayumuri(Kerala)
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U.T.U.C. ATO THE A.I.T.U.C.

Quest ion of Unity

The following letter was received from Cum, Mr inalkanti Booe(UTUC):

Calcutta,25th March, 1953 
To: Comrade S*A.Dange»

General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congreos,
Bombay.

Lear Comrade,

You are aware that the existence of several working class 
organisations in India hampers the growth of unity of the working 
class without which it is not possible to safeguard and promote 
the interests of the working class. Thio io why it is absolutely 
essential in the interest of the workers to begin immediate efforts* 

’ to have the merger of the Central Labour Organisations into a strong 
body.

With this end in view, the Annual Session of the United Trades 
Union Congress held at Calcutta on the 7th,.. °th and 9th M«rch,1953 
passed an important resolution on the Trade Union Unity which 
I am sending herewith for your perusal, I would request you to let 
me have your opinion on the subject as early as possible.

Awaiting your early reply * With fraternal greetings,

I remain,
Yours fraternally, 
sd.Mrinalkanti Bo»e, 

General Secretary.

Enclosure:

Re a o lution on Trade Union Unity

( ReSvlution passed at the Delegates Session of UTUC on 
9*3.53 )

That a Committee consisting of the following members of the 
United Trades Union Congress be appointed to explore the possi^i 1 i ~ 
of merger of or closer unity with the three other Central 
Organisations of Labour or with as many of them as possible on 
the basis of the principles mentioned below which are to be 
embodied in the constitution of the new organisation to be set up:

The Principles

a) Complete freedom of the new organisation from the Control 
©f the Government, capitalists or of any one or more of the 
political parties.

b) The objective of the organisation should be classless 
society.

cj Trade Uniun should be recognised as an organ of class struggle 
dj Ko political party should be allowed to use directly or 

indirectly, this organisation to promote its party interests or 
purposes.

e) There should be only one labour union in an industry, 
concern or in a region; in any case there must be no rival union 

organ ised by *. o.
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organised by or affiliated to any of the merged Central Or^onis-tion. 
f) No resolution is to be passed by the Central Organisation

without agreement. If the resolution is controversial, it maybe 
passed by only 3/4th majority.

g) Affiliation to an International Organisation must be by 
agreement.

The Committees

1. Comrade Mrinal Kanti Bo&e - Convenor
2. Comrade Nepal Bhattacharya
3. Comrade Sudhin Pramanick
4. Comrade Biswaa^th Dubey
5. Comrade Subodh B<*ne«jee
6. Comrade R.Ramnathan
7. Comrade Jyotish Jourdar
8. Comrade Sitaram
9. Comrade Sudhir Das Gupta

10. Comrade Srikanta Naiyer
11 • -Comrade K• D .Manna
12. One representative from each of the State organisations 

of the UTUCe

Comrade Mrinal Kanti Bose will Le Secretary and Convenor of 
the Committee. The Committee will report to the working committee 
by the end of May 19253*

The Working Committee^ proposal on the report of the Committee 
shall Le placed before the General Council within four months 
from March 9th,1953.

* * *

The following reply was sent to the UTUC*

Bombay,11 th May,1953

Dear Com.Mrinalbabu,

On returning from the WFTU meeting, I was glad to see your 
resolution on further efforts in the direction of trade union unity.

This year’s May D«-y rallies everywhere have tended to become 
united rallies. United rallies alone secured the greatest and most 
enthusiastic att© dance from workers.

I am putting your resolution before our Working Committee next 
month. Do you think you and some of your colleagues will be in a 
position to attend our Working Committee with a view to discussing the 
question of unitj' more closely and with a view to evolving concrete 
steps in that direction? Such a meeting would obviate depending on 
mere correspondence and solve the problem more quickly and satisfactorily.

I hope you are doing well. With greetings,
yours fraternally, 

sd.S.A.Dange, 
General Secretary*



Copy of a letter from Mrinal Kunti Bose,General Secretary,UTUC, 
dated Calcutta, 6th of May,1953, address to the General Secretary, 
AITUC.

“ De*r Comrade,

You are aware that we have opened a Bund for the Defence 
of Comrade Sadhan Gupta & hie co-workers of the Colliery 
Labour Union* Four of them h^ve been sentenced to death 
and eight to transportation for life* The case will soon 
come up for hearing in appeal before the Supreme Court*

It is absolutely necessary to make suitable arrangement 
for the defence of the victims*

It r/ill be practically impossible to carry on trade union 
work in the collieries if the convictions cannot be set aside.

I am, therefore, asking you to raise funds as soon as 
possible and send the amount collected to me.

I have already deputed a member of our working committee 
to make arrangement for the conduct of the appeal*

Receiptsvwill be-, thankfully acknowledged and accounts of 
the expenditure will be sent to you.

The matter, I need hardly say, is very urgent.

Thanking you,
Yours comradely, 

sd.Mrinulkanti Bose, 
General Secretary



TIL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

For Information of 
Provincial TUCs

R,L•Trus t Build! ng, . 
55 Girgaun Road, 
Bombay, May 1953

REPORT OF W.F.T.U, SECRETARIAT ON
jo Item 

TASK 0? TRADE UNIONS. Armjicc;qo

-f.-.

At the mooting of tho Executive of the WFTU, Con, Saillant, Geh&Pall >nai 
Secretary of the WFTU presented arcport on behalf of tho SccrOtdriatr'hna*»

” THE TASKS AND METHODS OFACTION OF THE TRADE UNIONS - Tn?
IN RALLYING THWKERS FOR BETTER WAGES, AGAINST onl Is
UNEM.PLOYMENT AID FOR TRADE UNION RIGHTS n

■'’lof'. oANT
Tho report was discussed by the Executive and finally adopted' o do id. 

with sone modifications. Tho finalised report will soon bd available 
in print. Till then, for purposes of information and discussion ishd'" ieci 
following extracts from the draft report are being circulated; ’-.iiMr- q 

'r‘' ’ •' . ■

S.A.Dango, / Q.-
General Secretary.

STRUGGLE TOR WAGES

( After dealing with the effects of tho Marshall Plan, tho fall 
in real wages of workers and tho rise in profits of tho big 
monopolies, the report says : )

Those examples show that tho direction which must bo taken by the trade unions 
and the workers is that of the organ! sat ion of mass struggles to force tho exploiters
to pay a greater share out in wagos and to win further social advantages from then.

* r

It is a question of struggle to organise methodically^ in accordance with.tho 
specific conditions of each country for detailed questions, but in accordance with a 
general orientation valid for oil tho capitalist and’colonial countries. This 
orientation must be: to win a larger ,^iqro_for wagos,as tho price of the wago earner1 s 
labour power, s ■

Gan wo say that tho WFTU, its affiliated trade union organisations and its 
supporters in other trade un? ons have paid cnoiitgh attention to thowagos question ?
The answer is certainly no . r■ _ • .

r • i a : , ...

We must take tho initiative such more boldly in continuous actions for the 
workers’ urgent and immediate needs. Bettor wagos is ono of these. That can help 
to rally the broad masses in many countries whore the level of mass action should bo 
raised.

The trade unions must proceed further in the oxtensionof struggles for wage 
increases. In this connection, wo must help trade union leaders to rid themselves 
of the childish foar of leading tho trade unions into reformism by being too much 
concerned with tho wagos question. Thor&o of tho trade unions on the wages issue is 
not a subordinate ono, but is ono of their functions.

SUCCESSES OR WEAKNESSES IN TR.DE UNION WORK CANNOT ARISE FROM THE FACT THAT 
WAGES QUESTIONS ’RE GIVEN TOO MUCH ATTENTION BY CERTAIN TRADE UNION LEADERSHIPS, BUT 
FRCM GOOD ORB AD METHODS WHIGH ARE USED IN THIS CONNECTION, FROM THE CORRECT OR 
INCORRECT ORIENTATION IN WHICH THE WORKERS’ STRUGGLE IS ORGANISED.

A trade union..,,

TR.DE


A trade union organisation has everything to gain by appearing to thonass of 
the workers us an active organisation fighting to raise thair wages. It has everything 
to gain by rallying the masses in the fight against reactionary governments 
and exploiting employers.

Lot us repeat that struggles for bettor wages oron the question of unonploymont 
nust not bcorganisod apart'from the nasscs, Eran the start of every novonbnt for ' 
demands, whether for wagos, full employment or for the basic needs of -the unemployed, 
trade'union action nust be developed with thoorganised support of the entire working 
class, the peasantry, intellectuals and all progressive elements in the nation.

Too many strikes for wages and struggles for the rights of the unemployed take’ 
place in a great many countries without this indispcnsiblc link having been created. 
Very often the real reason for inadequate successes or the lack of any real success by 
the trade unions is to bo found in this organisational weakness.

This lack of understanding of the best conditions 
right into the hands of governments and employers.

of struggle very often plays

We should also try , in accordance with prevailing conditmns, to seo that strikes 
and other mass work as1 demonstrations have the necessary inter national repercussions. 
In many cases this methodhas produced results on governments and employers by forcing 
then to abandon positions which they thought they could firmly maintain.

Under the sane heading,another serious weakness of our trade union movement is 
the almost complete silence in the press of the national centres and in rank and file 
and national trade union meetings on the subject of WPTU' support
for the demands of the workers, and the totally and partially unemployed, at thb 
14th Session of the Economic & Social Council^ as in its previous meetings during 
the past two years.

This means that there is an unfortunate isolation in fulfilling our tasks, and 
that our methods of action ara lagging behind the character and scope of the problems 
facing our trade union organisations.

That moans that there is a lack of understanding in many national centres on the 
specific tasks sot for the WFTU, and an insufficient adaptation by the ^JFTU to 
carrying its tasks to completion.

Trade union branches and th onat ionol centres are involuntarily deprived of 
additional moans of action to those at their daily disposal, precisely at a'tine 
when it is of the utmost ir.iporta.nco to assemble and make use of all our means.

* % * *

The fight against unemployment,as on the wages auostin, offers real possibilities 
for united action between workers c.; all trade union affiliations and also provides 
opportunities for extending trade union woik among the unorganised.

Each of these struggles poses problems of the method to bo adopted. Thus, certain 
trade union organisations seem to find themselves at a loss in face of the growing 
number of unemployed in tbi r industry and hesitate over which method to employ.

They see trade union policy on the question of uncmploymentonly from the angle 
of the demand for compensation to make up a part of the wages lost.

This demand for conpcnsa^on is a correct one. We must call upon the unions 
which have not yot indudd it in their prog^^no of action to do so without delay and 
to take action to win it. But trade union acti .not stop there. This would 

restrict the role of the trade union andits sphere of ao^.lly. It would reduce the 
possibility of foming p broader filing front, limiting it merely to the Vnomployod 
who are directly concerned with the demand and vho world be fighting for it in 
isolation.

In tho present period of social regression and economic chaos which is at the 
sane tine a period in vhich tho ruling classes are revealing their inability'to' solve 

the problems of ....
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the problems of' equitable leadership and administration of the economic life of 
their countries, it is imperative that ovory trade union organisatin bo capable of 
making public their programmes forkcoping industrial and agricultural enterprises 
threatened with liquidation in production, and forsafeguarding tho national 
economy from ruin and collapse.

Those programmes should not merely be programmes for patching up capitalist 
economy in one place and colonial economy in another .

* They must bo conceived in such a. way that the possibilities for distribution of 
work to the greatest number of wrkors appear clearly in relation to tho vital 
economic noods of tho population.

This will create an even deeper chasm between the interests of tho reactionary 
ruling classes and those of the great majority of the population.

The fight to achieve those work programmes will help to raise tho level of those 
struggles which will take on their corroctpolitical orientation.

Can wo say that all trade union organisations, whether affiliated to tho WFTU 
or not, have reached -this stage in thcorganisatin and direction of their activities?

Tho reply is obviously no. It is, therefore, tho duty of the WFTU to recommend 
that they go forward to this more advanced stage of activity,

* * * *
*

Unemployment reduces the overall'amount of wagos, and increases tho under
consumption of tho muss of the workers. Tho sharoofwages in the national income io 
proportionately reduced. Unemployment helps the Governments in thoir policy of 
social regression, being used as a throat with which to force a reduction in tho \ 
real wages of tho workers who are still employed, I

History touches us that the fascist groups know how to use demagogy towards the 
unemployed in order to attain ‘their objectives and to uso thorn against tho workers1 
organisations and tho democratic forces.

Wo must recognise that the WFTU, its Trade Departments and tho national centres 
in general have not yet given tho necessary importance to tho many tactical 
problems facing tho trade unions as a, result of tho inevitable development of workers1 
struggles for better wages and against unemployment andits consequences,

Tho questions of wagos and unemployment are even more closely linked in tho 
present international political and economic situation.

Thoir bearing on each other vdll bo soon if wo note tho continual fall in tho 
real income of tho working masses as well as the continual fall in tho share of 
wagos in relation to that of capital in tho national income of many countries.

At tho same time, tho profits of tho capitalist monopolies aro reaching 
increasingly high levels, showing also that they attain thoir maximum only from tho 
increased poverty of tho mass of tho workers, 

# # & #

CAREFUL PREPARATORY . W 0 R K ?

It is 'thus important to know howto prepare for those struggles. They cannot bo 
improvised. In this preparatory work, it is essential to involve tho entire 

population in a broad mwonont of sympathy and support for'the workers and thoir 
demands. This is especially essential in tho rural areas.

In this way a double objective may be gained :

1) success of tho workers* struggle for their demands, and
2) tho broadening of* mass public opposition tb tho government policy of social 

regression and to tho government team applying it.
Cun we say «...



Can wo say that all trade union organisations - whether affiliated to the WFTU 
or not - are giving considera.tion to those quostionsof tactics for the carrying 
through of movements for demands and to ensure their success ?

The reply is clearly no. It is thus within the prerogative of the WFTU to ask . 
them to take into consideration those questions of the correct method of preparing 
struggles for the workers* demands.

Similar tactics should4be adopted in trade union action against unemployment 
and in defence of the unemployed. The trade unions must not act in isolation, In the 

first place, they must not isolate the struggle for the doma.nS of the unemployed from 
the struggles of the workers who continue to work, 

* * *

DEFENCE OF RIGHTS

Our action docs not develop according to a plan in which the stages of 
application have boon previously worked out, Wo act sometimes in an uncoordinated 
way. In certain circumstances wo oven manage to be content with merely tame 
statement s.

Wo have found that the trade unions hare not paid sufficient attention to WFTU 
decisions on matters of thiskind.

Wo have had the tendency to deal too superficially with the various casos of 
violation of trade union rights and attacks on democratic rights and national 

. sovereignty. That sometimes leads us toburoaucratic,and oven purely vocal solutions.

In some cases wo have merely noted the absence of means which could be immediately 
put into action. In other casos we have boon hesitant about seeking existing moans 
which explains our lack of understanding of so many of the channels through'which 
the voice of the workers and their organisations could make themselves hoard* and 
which would open the way to new forms of activity.

In any event, can wo afford to allow reactionary attacks against our working 
class movement in whatever country thoymay occur to take us unawares?

Wo must not and cannot allow this. To bo in a position to reply in every case 
and to refuse to remain hesitant or merely defensive,would give us considerable 
advantage over the enemies of the working class,the enemies of our international 
trade union movement.

To do this, we must first of all rid ourselves of the tendency to take the lino 
of least resistance. This taste for the lino of least resistance can bo found in the 
way wo express our protests and our demands.

Those that are produced in tine, are often expressed in too general terms. The 
use of omnibus phrases seems very often to satisfy trade union militants.

Wo must, therefore, avoid speaking of the defence of trade union rights in 
general. Wo must not bo content to take up a sta.nd for democratic rights by' 
expressing generalities on those rights. It is not enough to deal with the qudstiohs 
of action to safeguard national sovereignty by general formulae on the subject.

In o very case we must got down to facts and their causes, and consequences. , 
This iq the best way of. avoiding the use of phrases which apply to everything and 

can bo |lscd for' everything. In getting down to facts, analysing them intelligently 
and obj actively, wo can more easily arrive at elcar»-sightcd conclusions and show the 
correct perspectives of our line of conduct and action.

The role and methods of action of the trade unions consist to a largo degree in 
explaining to the workers what the bourgeoisie doos not want thorn to know, of making 
clear to them what the bourgeoisie wishes to confuse and obscure.

Give the workers
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Give the workers the chance of under standing fully for themselves the events 
through which they arcliving, and they will always bo in a bettor position to 
influence those events to their own advantage.

This places on trade union leaders an obligation vhich has become imperative 
in the present situation, that of being really cep able of cariying out this analysis, 
of undertaking this task of explanation andof taking the initiative and the 

leadership of mass actions which must always be the noans of action sought,

. v •• ‘ , * -# *

EXPERIENCE OF I|flERN AT TONAL DELEGATIONS AT VARIOUS
• 'CONFE FENCES

There wore three categories of trade union delegates:

a) those from, organisations affiliated to the 1IFTU,'
b) those from organ!sat'* ons affiliated to the ICFTU,
c) those fron organisations with no international affiliations.

The discussions with those delegates revealed that the WFTU’s unity policy is 
not always applied correctly in certain countries of South-East .\sia, where the 
sectarianism which continues to exist is playing the game of our enemies,

3) Moro than throe hundred’delegates with very varied national and international 
trade union affiliations wore among’those present at the Congress of the. Peoples 

for Peace in Vienna in De comber 1952,

The WFTU Secretariat was able to confirm more clearly and objectively?:the 
existence of different currents of opinion in the trade union organisations of the 

v capitalist andcolonial countries. Concrete possibilities for united action’between 
these varied currents of opinion and trade union viewpoints were also confirmed.

What is the most characteristic lesson derived from those three new experiences?

Sono trade union' .delegates not belonging to the 'JFTU and oven sonoof those 
affiliated to the WFTU, gave the impression that they wore hca.ring for the first tine 
in a precise manner of the WFTU’s real programme and its activities for the' workers.

This shows how necessary it is to check up’ on our methods of propaganda and 
information in order to improve then. For this, wo must pay greater attention to tacti
cal questions in national and international trade union work. Wo must correct our 
ways of spooking and toting as though all trade union loaders and members of 
trade unions not affiliated to the WFTU were inevitably and resolutely opposed to the 
policy of the WFTU, It is necessary to make a clearer distinction between corrupt 
trade union leader who is an agent of' imperialism, ami the trade 'union loader who 
is on the wrong track, badly informed, or sometimes separated from us by a bad use 
or a bad interpretation of our policy.

* * %

CHANGED POSITION IN ..INDIA .

The experiences gained in 1952 make it necessary to pay far greater attention 
to tactical questions in our trade union activities. We have a tendency to wish to 
simplify things, to make these questions of trade’union tactics uniform for all 
the capitalist countries and colonial territories.

Because wo have, in previous years, quoted the experience of the French CGT 
ondesf the CGIL as examples, the fact that our explanations woronot precise has led 
to the supposition that -those experiences could automatically bo applied and 
transferred to other countries. Differences in the tempo and the form of development 
of national policies in each country, and the unovonnossof their economic and 

cultural development determine the differences in the trade union situation in'those
countries. The noans of 
not tlniforn everywhere,

iction of the trade union organisations are,therefore

ON THE BASIS,.,.



OU THE BASIS OF A SINGLE GENERAL LINE OF PCLICZ FOR ALL TRADE UNION ACTIVITIES 
IN ALL THE CAPITALIST AND COLONIAL COUNTRIES, IT IS NECESSARY AT ALL TIMES TO SEEK 
SPECIFICALLY THE BEST TACTICS AND CONTINUOUS EFFECTIVE POSSIBILITIES FOR ACTION IN
RELATION TO THE RESPECTIVE NATIONAL SITUATIONS.

# % %

In countries such as Japan end India there has never been a period of real 
organic trade union unity on a national scale. Up to 1947 the trade union 
organisations belonging to the WFTU contained the majority of the organised workers.

During succeeding years, changes have taken place. Thoma jority of the organised 
workers are no longer in organisations affiliated to the WITH. 'This majority is 
now in the trade union organisations not affiliated to the WFTU.

Here the problem of united action and trade union unity is now set against the 
fact that the trade union organisations boinging to the WFTU do not now include the 
najority of the organised workers of those countries, though they exercise a real 
influence in the national trade union movement.

PRINCIPLES FOR UNITED WORK

Wq have pointed out above the way in vhich sone tactical problems arise for the 
. advanccnont of united action as a means of struggle for the immediate demands of 

the workers in the capitalist and colonial countries.

For all of those countries it must bo noted that the appropriate tactical methods 
must to.ko into account the following principles with a view to making unity work possible 
and more fruitful :

a) to rovoal the spirit of initiative, to develop this spirit .-mo ng the masses, 
raid to learn from the masses their real possibilities for action ;

b) to eliminate feelings of false superiority when facts show the weaknesses 
of the organic at ion an d the writers note the failure of this work; to bo specific 

and objective;
J

c) to prove in daily actions and in the fo.cts themselves the desire to eliminate 
sectarianism and opportunism other than by more or less theoretical speeches and 
writings; ■

d) to bring about the effective democratic functioning of the trade unions,to 
fight fof trade union democracy when it is violated,to organise collective work 
within the trade union leadership;

c) to organise the mass work and to wipe out trade union bureaucracy wherever 
it reveals itself;

f) to consider a trade union organisation as a non-party mass organisation of 
all the workers,not to restrict its foims of organisation with the aim of malting

' it incorrectly play the role which falls to.the political vanguard of the working class;

•' g) to find tho most correct organisation?! forms and to draw up programmes for 
unity activities and of trade union demands; when tho facts show that the workers are 
politically divided among different political parties and trends the trade union 
organisation must not, by its methods of action and internal functioning, be 
exclusively reserved for one or tho other group of workers vho arc temporarily 
separated from tho political point of view.

To take measures so that tho unity composition of tho trade union organisation 
is shown in the composition of tho trade union leadership, which should include 
representatives of the different political trends existing.

To attach greater importance to questions of trade union recruitment and to 
call on tho unorganised workers to take port in themass actions pinned,in order to 
prepare them for trade union membership.

h) To expose to the*...



h) To expose to thewoikors all manoeuvres undertaken to hinder their unity, and 
for this purpose, to carry out broad woik of explanation and information among the 
■workers who arc still influenced by the splitters.

If these various' roccximcndations can be applied in our daily activities, they 
will enable our local, national and international trade union organisations to fulfil 
thoir role and to improve thoir methods of action for rallying the workers for all 
thoir struggles and to undertake greater ones.

# * *

THIRD WCRLD CONGRESS

All the foregoing in this report concerning the struggles of the working 
men and women throughout thoworld, as well as the great fight of the peoples to 
safeguard peace, calls upon the Executive Committee of tho World Federation of 
Trade Unions to regard henceforth the Third" World Trado Union Congress as tho 
^dominant international demonstration of all the trade union farces bf all countries 
that are either organised or influenced by tho WFTU.

• II

OUR  VICTORY CERTAIN

In order to define'tho trado unions* tasks and moans of action to rally 
the workers'for better wages, against unemployment and for tho defence of trado 

union rights, we must’ not allow ourselves to be affected or diverted Cron our road 
by tho sharpened foms of repression , or by the mounting difficulties which tho 
ruling classes of the capitalist countries wish to create for us,

Thoir difficulties aro greater than ours. It is because of those rapidly 
mounting difficulties that they arc repeatedly attacking thowoikcrs and our trade 
union organisations,

Tho attacks by tho ruling classes on our organisations aro becoming sharper 
as the struggles of the working class against them become sharper.

Although this repression is growing more acute,the ruling elassos aro anxiou 
to extend it as tho crisis of their political and economic system deepens and becomes 
more general, Foar and uncertainty are at the centre of thir policy.

Tho certainty of our final victo ry rust bo at the very centre of the 
general direction of the activities of our trade union organisations.

This certainty of victory is powerfully present in the splendid and 
tenacious struggles of tho great masses of tho workers.

Every one of those struggles is a stop towards tho' complete dofoat of thoir 
exploiters, a stop towards the downfall of tho system which engenders poverty and 
famine and provokes wars.

- FINIS -
( May 1953)



APPEAL
OF THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

FOR THE THIRD
WORLD TRADE UNION CONGRESS

< <
TO ALL TRADE UNIONS!

TO THE MANUAL AND INTELLECTUAL WORKERS OF THE WHOLE WORLD!

TO THE WORKING YOUTH!

Dear Comrades!

Your living conditions are becoming increasingly intolerable where big capital is piling 
up gigantic profits to the maximum. Millions of you are counting upon still more effective 
help from the trade union organisations to overcome the difficulties which confront you.

You want international ties between the workers of all countries to be consolidated or 
renewed as a powerful aid to the improvement of living conditions, with the exercise of 
democratic liberties which are the firmest guarantee for the maintenance of peace and 
friendship between the peoples.

You are asking yourselves how it would be possible for you to take part in a great inter
national meeting in which the workers of all countries were represented.

THIS GREAT INTERNATIONAL MEETING WILL BE THE THIRD WORLD 
TRADE UNION CONGRESS, WHICH WILL BE HELD IN VIENNA FROM 
OCTOBER 10th TO 21st, 1953.

< <

WORKERS AND TRADE UNIONS OF ALL COUNTRIES!

Tens of millions of workers need not live in poverty, since so much wealth exists which 
has been created by their hands.

It is possible to fight successfully against unemployment and the closing of factories 
and to direct production into peaceful channels, since there is so much to be done to im
prove the living and working conditions of the peoples.

It is possible to put an end to fascist methods and to the anti-working class repression 
with its continual violations of trade union rights and democratic liberties which we have 
won together at the cost of enormous sacrifices.

It is possible to put an end to colonial slavery which is oppressing millions of people 
who aspire to freedom, progress and national independence.

It is possible to open up the perspective of a happy future for the youth, to fight success
fully for the demands of women and to make the lives of old workers more comfortable.

Parents must no longer lose their children in wars, since the peoples wish to understand 
one another, to cooperate and to live in peace!

The forces of the workers and the peoples are much greater than those of their enemies.

BUT THE ESSENTIAL CONDITION FOR WELL-BEING, FREEDOM AND PEACE 
IS THE UNITED ACTION OF THE WORKERS.

Trade union organisations which are concerned with the interests of the masses of the 
workers must consolidate unity, make it more living and develop this decisive strength 
of the working class.



WORKERS OF THE WORLD!

We live in different countries. We represent all the races, nationalities, political view
points and religions of the earth. We speak different languages, but we have common 
interests, for we are class brothers. We are united in the conviction that every man and 
woman has the right to work. We are united in the conviction that the living conditions 
of the workers in the capitalist and colonial countries are becoming worse, and that it is 
necessary to fight to improve them.

We are united in the conviction that social legislation, where it exists, should be im
proved, and that it should be introduced where it does not exist. We are united in the 
conviction that an end must be put to super-exploitation, and that discrimination based 
on race, colour, sex or age should be banished. We are united in the conviction that public 
health services must be improved and that education must be extended. We are united 
in the conviction that no one has the right to forbid the legitimate activities of the trade 
unions or to rob mankind of elementary and sacred democratic rights and liberties.

Finally, we are united in the conviction that peace can be preserved and that war is 
not inevitable.

We thus have a broad basis for unity. If we wish to be victorious in our struggles, we 
must make of this unity of aims and interests a unity of action. Where the workers Tire 
united, victory is assured.

The World Federation of Trade Unions has always considered the fight for international 
united action of the workers as its most imperative duty. It has always stimulated unity 
and action of the workers.

MAKE THE THIRD WORLD TRADE UNION CONGRESS A GREAT UNITY 
CONGRESS OF ALL THE WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES by preparing for it 
in; every work place.

Three essential questions will be on the agenda:

1) Report of activity of the WFTU and the tasks arising for the trade unions for 
strengthening united action of the workers in the fight for the improvement of their 
living standards a^ in defence of peace.

2) Tasks of the trade unions for economic and social development and in the struggle 
for national independence and democratic liberties in the capitalist and colonial 
countries.

3) Development of the trade union movement in all the colonial and semi-colonial 
countries.

These are vital questions for all workers.

WORKERS!

— Delegate the best from among you to the Third World Trade Union Congress, 
regardless of their opinions, race, sex, religion or trade union affiliation!

— Elect and mandate your delegates democratically!
There will be no freer platform for the representatives of the workers than that of the 

Third World Trade Union Congress.
The participation of your representatives in the work of the Congress will strengthen 

united action and will make your struggle more active for your vital interests and in defence 
of your trade union rights, a struggle which is inseparable from the fight for national 
independence, democracy and peace!

TRADE UNIONS!

— Give your support to the Third World Trade Union Congress.
— Carry out broad publicity of the aims and tasks of the Third World Trade Union 

Congress, organise meetings of the workers and local and national conferences to formu
late your proposals. In the preparations for the Congress, consolidate your trade unions, 
recruit new members, and set up trade unions where they do not exist.

Long live the World Federation of Trade Unions!
Long live the Third World Trade Union Congress!
Long live the Congress of unity of the workers of the whole world for 

a better life, for democracy and for peace!

Vienna, April 22, 1953. The Executive Bureau of the WFTU.

Eigentiimer, Herausgeber, Verleger und fur den Inhalt verantwortlich: Hans Eichinger, Wien I, Seilerstatte 3. — 
Druck: Globus II, Wien VI.



LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE I.C.F.T.U.
BY THE

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS
ON THE DECISION OF THE 22nd SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BUREAU, 

VIENNA, APRIL 20 — 22, 1953

Vienna, April 23rd, 1953

Sir VINCENT TEWSON,

President, International Confederation 
of Free Trade Unions.

Mr. G. OLDENBROEK,

General Secretary, International Confederation of
• Free Trade Unions.

24, Rue des Lombards, Brussels (Belgium)

Sirs,

The World Federation of Trade Unions wishes once again to draw your attention 
to the continued worsening of the economic and social conditions of the workers in 
the capitalist and colonial countries.

The International Conference for the Defence, Improvement and Extension of 
Social Insurance and Social Security, which was held in March in Vienna, and which 
was attended by 266 people from 59 different countries, representing trade union 
organisations and various associations and including qualified personalities stated:

“Hundreds of millions of men and women in the capitalist, colonial and semi-colonial 
countries live in want and permanent insecurity. The basic causes of this insecurity 
are: the prospect of a life of poverty in the event of sickness, inadequate medical services, 
the spread of unemployment with tens of millions of young people unable to f ind work, 
inadequate labour safety and protective measures in the factories, lack of suitable dwell
ings, under-nourishment and famine, constantly rising prices and falling wages and 
the lower rates of wages paid to women.”

Inspired by its duty to fight for the vital demands of the working class, the World 
Federation of Trade Unions calls upon you to carry out joint action to raise the 
living standards of the workers of the capitalist and colonial countries, against 
unemployment and for the improvement and development of social insurance and 
social security. For the achievement of such cooperation the World Federation of



Trade Unions appeals to your organisation to associate itself with the memorandum 
addressed to the United Nations by the International Conference for the Defense, 
Improvement and Extension of Social Insurance and Social Security and to support 
the Programme of social insurance adopted by that Conference.

Trade union organisations are called upon to express the legitimate aspirations 
of the workers and to raise their material and cultural standard of living. Under 
present conditions, the masses of the workers are crushed by the burden of the 
armaments race. They are convinced that without peace they will not succeed in 
raising their material and cultural living standard.

This correct opinion, which is shared by all workers, makes it the duty of trade 
union organisations to do everything in their power to work towards undertaking 
common efforts for the establishment and strengthening of world peace.

In all countries hundreds of millions of people are addressing an urgent appeal 
to the Five Great Powers asking them to conclude a Peace Pact.

Today, when conditions have been created for a peaceful solution of the Korean 
problem and for the ending of the killing in Korea, it is necessary to obtain the assur
ance that the peace and security of the peoples will be firmly safeguarded by re
specting the independence of all countries. We thus propose to you joint action to 
support and win successes for the peoples’ movement for the conclusion of a Peace 
Pact between the Five Great Powers.

We are still convinced of the need for a meeting between the representatives of 
our two organisations with a view to examining any initiative for cooperation in 
the defence of world peace and on all problems concerning the defence of the econom
ic and social needs of the workers.

In taking joint action, we will be interpreting the workers’ will to unity and we will 
fulfil the mandate which we have received to defend the interests of the masses 
of the working people.

Awaiting your reply,

Yours truly,

GIUSEPPE DI VITTORIO

President of the W. F. T. U.

LOUIS SAILLANT

General Secretary of the W. F. T. U. 
For the Executive Bureau of the 
World Federation of Trade Unions.

Eigentiimer, Herausgeber, Verleger und fur den Inhalt verantwortlich: Hans Eichinger, Wien I, Seilerstatte 3. — 
Druck: Globus II, Wien VI.



Te'egr* $ic Address: “'AITUCCONG*' Telephone: 42183

ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

President: Com. V. Cbakkaral Chettiar

General Secretary: Com. S. A. Dange,

R. L. Trust Building,
55, Girgaon Road, 

BOMBAY 4, (India)

Date... * . IQ 11h. .Jun e. A 9

J-'ear Comrade,

Enclosed herewith please find a copy of a 
letter received from the Railway workers of Hungry.

With a view to enable our Hungarian brothers 
to know of the conditions of working and life of 
the Indian Railway workers, through direct connections 
with our comrades working amongst the Railway men, 
we ar<» supplying them with the names and addresses 
of some of our leading Railway functionaries and 
your name has been included in them.

This is therefore to request you to keep on 
writing to our Hungarian brothers and thus establish 
close links with them. The working and living 
conditions of our railwaymen and their struggles in 
defence thereof are the subjects in which our 
friends abroad would be particularly interested.

The letters should be addressed to the Manage
ment and workers of the Dept. for Loading Hungarian 
State Railways, Lebrecen Branch, Care the Central 
Council of Hungarian Trade Unions, Budapest VI, 
Dozea Gyorgy-ut 84/B.

Copies of all such letters should be sent to 
this office for information.

If there is any difficulty in sending the 
letters, the same should be sent to this office, 
from where it will be despatched.

Also ileaee make known the contents of the 
attached letter to the workers of your union, 
thr ugh your organ, or through their mass meetings. 
This will foster the sense of solidarity that must 
contribute in a large measure to the establishment 
of closer links between the workers of ti e two 
c ountrise•

G.V.CHITNX3
OFFICE SEC W.
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Debrecen, March 4, 1953.

-dear Railwaymen of India,

Starting to write this letter I remember the 

miserable days before the liberation when we had to 

toil day and night for starvation wages* If we 

dared raise our voice in order to improve our lot we 

were dealt with by Horthy*s jailkeepers, and our 

situation had become still more miserable* To-day, 

living in a liberated country, our life has changed 

for the better. wbrk with us is a matter of honour 

and glory. e receive far reaching support from 

our government.- We had to serve 10-15 years, in the old 

reactionary times before receiving a suit of dot es 

whereas, nowadays, workers are not only presented 

with clothes at the prescribed time after having 

entered into the service of the railway but enjoy 

further social benefits as wells recreation at the 

most beautiful spots of our country, free of cost 

for ourselves, and at reduced costs for the members 

of our families. Both workers ana their family- 

members are Moreover entitled to gratuitous medical 

treatment. Kvery possibility in the cultural sphere 

is given to all members of the society, to all 

working people, ao that everybody is free to attain 

the most favourable conditions of existence*

He should like to maintain our relations with 

the working people of the Indian Railway so as to 

deepen the international relation between our 

countries, and it is for this reason that we ask 

you to send a reply to us.

With the expression of our affectionate greet

ings to the de^r railwaymen of India we beg to remain, 
Yours,
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